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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, August 28, 1947

rinceton and County Schools Will Open Next Week
;al Entries lo
Iminate Horse
>w Sept. 1 & 2

Likes Music

[inceton Girls To Prent Awards To Winrs; Box holders
Listed
cal entries are expected to
nate the Caldwell County
Show here Monday, Labor
and Tuesday, Sept. 1 and
both afternoon and night
krmances, a member of the
nittee said Wednesday.
esday afternoon's program,
ddition to a mule-pulling
st in charge of Kelsie O.
ir, will feature a motorcycle
under direction of Ralph
[in. Prizes will be awarded
rinners in both events,
hts of mules eligible to enbis contest will be 2250,
land 2750 pounds.
Ibons will be awarded winfin both night's events by
Jo Linton, Shirley Farmottie Deen, Lou Nell RusJoan Watson, Cynthia Ann
gingham, Roberta
Dalzell
Rose Mitchell Randolph, it
announced.
^holders are Mr. and

inceton, Kj.

Mrs.

Littlepage,
Mrs. Betty
^gsworth, Mr. and Mrs. EuParker,
Miss
Melville
Miss Roberta Dalzell,
|nd Mrs. Charles McLin, Mr.
Jrs. James Wells, Mr. and
E. Kercheval, Dr. J. J.
kthal. Dr. and Mrs. B. L.
jy, Miss Katharine Garrett,
nd Mrs. Gracean M. PedIr. Wylie Jones, Mr. and
| Hewlett Morgan, Mr. and
3uy Overby, Mr. and Mrs.
i Lisanby, Mr. and Mrs. C.
alett, Craig Riddle, Mad|lle; Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Mr. and Mrs.
W. C.
k Mr. and Mrs. Brad Lacy,
[and Mrs. Howard E. Day,
Dd Mrs. W. E. McCaslin,
bd Mrs. William Jones, Mr.
krs Kelsie O. Tudor, Mrs.
IKevil. Mr. and Mrs. R. U.
| Mr. and Mrs. Erwin NeuiLexington; Mr. and Mrs.
| Miller, Detroit, Mich., Mr.
Irs. Charles Rassner, De|Mieh„ Pat Runyon, Maross Crayne, Marion; Mr.
J. T. Leech, Huston
I Marion: Frank Clark, CaJr. and Mrs. E. J. Krite| Evansville, Ind.,
Paul
Dyersburg, Tenn.
and Mrs. Harry Randolph,
ifoung. Lebanon; Mr. and
raid F. Baker, Eddyville;
Mrs. Homer Ray PatEvansville, Ind., Mr. and
C. Mewshaw, Evansville,
Jr. and Mrs. Ben Wood,
sville; Mr. and Mrs. John
and Mrs. Dique Satter-

Suzanne, a year-old, shows
promise of being a talented
musician like her mother, Mrs.
Homer
Purdy,
the former
Louise Cherry. She is the only
child of Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Purdy, S. Darby street.

Union Services To
End Here Sunday

Communion Will Be Observed By Cooperating
Congregations

Union evening services have
been popular this summer with
ters of the four cooperating
large attendance at each. Ministers of the four cooperating
churches have delivered two sermins each during the series.
The community is invited to a
communion service to be held
Sunday night, marking the end
of union endeavor for the summer. A community choir will
sing two anthems. K. V. Bryant
has trained the choir.
This is the first service of its
type ever to be held in Princeton. All details have been worked out by a committee in charge
and all who attend may be assured of an unusual worship experience. The public is invited
and urged to be present at
least five minutes before worship starts. First Christian is the
host church and the hour is 7:30.

Pageant At M. E. Church

Work

Kentucky Division,
Can Cancer Society, relprai;r from two phy6il ° f a three-dfiy cancer
|»ium here.

*xel N. Arneson of the
faculty at Washingdiversity, St. Louis,
Bid "Kentucky is dobest job on cancer
state I know of,
he possible exception
necticut."
^h'rwood Monro, memthe same university's
p Raid he lacked words
®tely to express my
ation for what has
ne on cancer in this

Local Youth Group
To Have Picnic
Charles Cummins, vice president of the CYF of the First
Christian Church, announced to
the group present at the regular Sunday meeting plans made
by the recreation committee for
a picnic t obe held tonight. The
group will leave the church at
6 o'clock. Transportation will be
provided and all young persons
not active in a youth organization are invited to attend.
Twenty-one answered present
at the roll call last Sunday.
There is approximately twice
this number on the roll. The enlistment committee is endeavoring to continue the upward trend
in attendance.

Veterans need pay no penalty
for cashing Terminal
Leave
bonds and are advised not to
turn the certificates into money
unless their need is urgent by
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
Snyder.
Princeton banks are authorized
to give the veterans money on
these bonds and no other agency
or individual here is so authorized, under the federal law. Rumors have gained circulation here
this
week
that
professional
lenders and others are cashing
Terminal Leave bonds and giving the veterans considerably
less than the bonds' face value,
which is contrary to the law.
The banks' service is absolutely free to the veterans wishing
to turn his Terminal Leave bond
into money and "There is no
need for any veteran to cash his
bond at a discount, or to pay a
fee of any kind for its cashing",
the Secretary of the Treasury
said.
Mr. Snyder said veterans not
in immediate need of cash should
hold their bonds as long as possible, thereby increasing the
amount of interest they will obtain. If and when they need the
cash, they should go to the official paying agent of the Treasury
(the banks) and receive the free
service provided.
At the same time, the Secretary cautioned stores and others
against accepting Terminal Leave
bonds in payment for merchandise, because the bonds are not
transferable and the authorized
paying agents "will not redeem
the bonds for anyone except the
person whose name is incribed
on the bond".
Mr. Snyder publicly complimented the banks of the nation,
saying he is "greatly pleased with
the cooperation which the Treasury is receiving from the banks
in their arrangement to cash
Veterans' Terminal Leave bonds,
beginning with the first of
September.

Stores To Close
For Labor Day

Banks, Postoffice Also
Will Observe Holiday
Monday, Sept. 1

Labor Day, Monday, Sept. 1,
will be observed 'in Princeton a6
a business holiday, E. L. Williamson, president of the Retail Merchants' Association, announced
this week.
The holiday, observed for the
last 4 years, was one of four
agreed upon by the merchants
to be celebrated each year.
Others are July 4, Thanksgiving
and Christmas.
Most public offices are scheduled to close Labor Day, including the banks and postoffice.
City schools have delayed their
opening until Tuesday, September 2, but county schools will
begin their fall terms Labor Day.

Watson Wins Trip To
Woodmen Conference
Harold Watson, Princeton, is
one of nearly 400 field representatives who qualified to attend
the Woodman of the World Life
Insurance Society's field conference in Chicago , September
15-17, Farrar Newberry, president, announced this week.
Mr. Watson won the trip, all
expenses paid by the society, because of the number of new
members enrolled
and
the
amount of life insurance protection he obtained the last year.
The conference will feature a
refresher course in insurance
salesmanship.
District A r m y Recruiters
Here Monday On Visit
Capt. P. L. Stern, First district recruiting officer for the
Army, and T. Sgt. R. E. Royce,
district public relations n.c.o.,
visited Princeton Monday on a
tour of newspaper offices of
their territory.

C^jdwell In Top
Spot To Obtain
US Hospital Aid

4-H Club Exhibit
In Penney's Window

Stores Warned Terminal
Leave Certificates Must
Not Be Accepted For
Merchandise

In order to resume regular
Sunday night services before the
end of the conference year, Ogden Memorial Methodist Church
will have its own service in the
auditorium at 7:30 o'clock Sunday night, with Youth Fellowship presenting a short pageant,
"The Maltese Cross," followed by
a sermon by the pastor, the Rev.
ressman Earle C. Clem- J. Lester McGee.
nd Atty. Gen. Eldon S.
The church has cooperated the
ptt, Democratic and Relast
two months with three other
nominees for Goverve been invited to present congregations in Union services,
which came to a close last Sun^mpionship trophies.
eader was unable to ob- day night.
The evening offering will be
llist of entries and stables
| represented in the show given to the Youth Group for
its youth choir robe fund. The
minister will preach on the "Significance of the Maltese Cross
ans Hear Talk
Emblem." The public is invited.
stwar Agriculture
Murphy, Paducah, agrirepresentative for the
New Photographic Studio
ky Utilities Co., was guest
' at Tuesday night's meet- Opened In Princeton
he Rotary Club, discussPrinceton has a new studio
Btwar Agriculture". LQV}- for portrait and general photoert was the guest of Al*- graphy, opened this week by
npleton. District Gover- Miss Mattye O. Martin, daughf3ph E. Hill, Louisville, ter of the late N. G. Martin and
bit the Princeton Club Mrs. Martin, of Eddyville. The
I. Sept. 2.
studio is located over the J. C.
Penney store. Main street, and
a display advertisement appearlicky Commended
ing on Page 7 of this issue calls
attention to the services offered.
f'ght On Cancer
sville — (i«P) —

Veterans Advised
Not To Pay Fees
For Cashing Bonds

\

Entries
comprising
4-H
Club projects
in clothing,
canning, food and room furnishings constitute an interesting display in the show
window of the J. C. Penney
store this week. The exhibit
was arranged by Miss Wilma Vandiver, home demonstration agent, and winning
entries will be sent to the
State Fair September 3, under
sponsorship
of
the
Princeton Chain Store group,
it is announced by H. Merle
Drain, chairman.'

Lunchroom Will
Open September 8

"A" Priority Is Granted
Community With Lyon
County Included,
Council Reports

{

Mrs. Virgil Nuckols
To Manage Eastside
School Project

Plans are being made to open
the Eastside lunchroom the second week of school, with Mrs.
Virgil Nuckols as manager, Supt.
L. C. Taylor said this week.
Children whose parents are unable to afford lunches will be
served at reduced prices, and
the lunchroom will be operated
on a non-profit basis.
Kentucky is among states receiving funds to help operate
school •lunchrooms. Under this
program, state or their local subdivisions, match federal grants
dollar-for-dollar to provide hot
lunches in public schools. Until
last year the school lunch program
operated
with federal
funds.
Superintendent Taylor said the
Eastside lunchroom was completely remodeled this summer
with two large institutional type,
three-burner gas
stoves
and
built-in cabinets added. Floors
and walls have also been redecorated, he said, and tables have
been covered with inlaid linoleum.

Slkty-one "have-not" Kentucky
counties have been given top
hospitals under a $,2500,000 propriority for federal aid to build
gram during the next 12 months
and Caldwell is in the top rank
group.
The priorities were approved
tentatively by the Kentucky Hospital Advisory Council. They are
subject to the council's revision
and must be approved by the U.
S. surgeon general.
The 61 counties will be eligible
for federal grant amounting to
one-third of the cost of building
a new hospital, replacing, remodeling, or adding to an old
one. The council will approve the
size and location of all projects.
If top-priority counties aren't
able to use all the approximately
$2,500,000 allotted to Kentucky,
the money will go to 35 secondpriority counties. These priorities also are tentative.
The council in numerous instances linked two and three
counties together as geographical
urlits and the hospital would be
constructed in one of the counties in each such group.
The 61 " A " priority counties
are:
Breathitt, Adair-Russell, Magoffin-Morgan, Hardin, ClintonCumberland, McCreary - Wayne,
Metcalf-Monroe, Casey, Breckinridge-Hancock,
Powell - Wolfe,
Bullitt-Nelson-Spencer, Grayson,
Lincoln-Rockcastle, Lewis, Lee Owsley, Logan-Todd, Green-Taylof, Butler, Livingston-Marshall,
Martin, Edmonson, Meade, Hart,
Caldwell-Lyon, RoWan, GrantPendleton, LaRue, Estill, Carroll(Please turn to page six)

An opportunity to see a farm
"remodeled" by the application
of a complete soil conservation
program will be offered to farmers in the Green River Valley
area Thursday, Sept. 4.
Scene of the conservation field
day will be the 57-acre farm of
David Waltrip, 15 miles southwest of Owensboro, near Guffey.
Plans have been completed providing for building a stock pond,
construction of two miles of terraces,
several waterways and
400 rods
of relocated fences.
Eighty tons of lime and eight
tons of fertilizer will be spread
and grass seeded. About 30 tractors, two bulldozers and other
modern farm machinery, operated by 100 workers, will complete the job in one day. Tours
will be arranged so that visitors
may see the work as it is being
accomplished and hear the pro-

Veteran Dies Of
Pistol Wound

Is Local Okra King
Henry Sevison, president
of the First National Bank,
is well known around here
as an ardent home gardener.
This season he has done
very well with okra as a
cash crop. Daily, of late, he
has 'brought in' a 20-pound
sack of okra to local cash
stores and his take "has almost paid for labor and fertilizer expense" on the plot,
he said this week. In other
years Mr. Sevison has sold
strawberries,
green beans
and other garden produce
but this time, all these things
went -into his frozen foods
locker.

<
Return From Buying
Trip In St. Louis
Billy McElroy, accompanied by
James Dollar, Madisonville, and
Richard Coleman, Hopkinsville,
returned Wednesday from St.
Louis, where they have been on
a buying trip for Dollar Bros.,
since Sunday.
Accepts New Position
* Mrs. Dixie Lusby G r e e n ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. N.
Lusby, Hatvthorne Avenue, .has
accepted a clerical position at
the Princeton Hosiery Mills.

.

.

More than 200 friends are ex
pected to gather at the Agricultural Substation farm here tonight, starting at 5:30 o'clock,
for a testimonial barbecue given
in honor of John F. Graham,
who will retire September 15
as county agricultural agent after serving 24 years. He will assume his new duties as agricultural field agent for the Kentucky Bankers Association on the
same date.

Edwin Lamb, chairman of a
Farm
Bureaji
committee
in
charge of arrangements for the
picnic, said there will be no formal program but S. J. Lowry,
superintendent of the Experiment Station, will deliver a brief
address.
Several friends of Mr. Graham
from adjoining counties are expected to attend. Reservations
may still be made today by contacting Mr. Lamb, he said.

County Exhibit
For Fair Planned

Will Include Farm, Spar
And Manufactured
Products

An executive committee, composed of M^-k Cunningham,
James McCaslin, E. L. Williamson, Edwin Lamb, Miss Wilma
Vandiver and John Presler, recently appointed to accumulate
and prepare exhibits from Caldwell county for the State Fair to
be held in Louisville September
7-13, met Tuesday night

The group planned to contact
the Princeton Hosiery Mills,
Cumberland Shirt Factory and
Kentucky Whip and Collar Co.
for the purpose of obtaining articles made here to be used in
this exhibit.
This project, sponsored by the
Department of Agriculture, in
cooperation with local civic organizations, will show flourspar
exhibits from the county, as well
as agricultural displays, John If.
Presler, chairman, said Wednesday.
Edwin Lamb was asked to
contact officials of the West
gram explained.
Kentucky Experiment Station for
Dr. T. S. Buie, regional con- •cooperation in the exhibit.
servator for the Soil Conservation Service, and Dr. Ralph H.
Democrats May Open
Woods,
president of Murray
State Teachers College,
will Campaign Sept. 27
make half hour speches.
In Morehead Stadium
The conservation program for
( B Y ASSOCIATED PRESS)
the farm has been prepared by
Louisville — Tom R. Under
the Soil Conservation Service. wood of Lexington, Democratic
Most of the workers will be State campaign chairman, said
members of veterans' agriculture Tuesday the party's fall camclasses of McLean county. Also paign probably would be opened
co-operating are the directors of in Morehead at 2 p.m. Sept. 27.
the McLean County Soil ConThe exact time and date will
servation
District
vocational be announced definitely later,
agriculture teachers and the but Underwood said both he and
Agricultural Extension Service. Earle C. Clements, the DemocraSuch a program has been con- tic candidate for Governor, look
ducted only once in the United with favor on "an eager invitaStates. All farmers and others tion" from Rowan county Deminterested are invited to attend, ocrats to open
the campaign
and provisions are being made there.
to care for a crowd of several
Underwood said several facthousand.
tors favored the Morehead opening, including the plan for making a strong bid for the vote in
eastern Kentucky,
where Republican strength
normally is
concentrated.
He said the football stadium
Harold Oliver, 27, Suc- at Morehead State Teachers colcumbs In Hospital Aug. lege could be used to accommodate a crowd of several thou21; Funeral Friday
sand.
Harold Oliver, 27, resident of
the Farmersville community, who
was shot during a disturbance Princeton Jaycees To
following a colored youth's al- Attend Inter-City Meet
leged attempt to assault a white
John H. Presler, William Clyde
woman here August 15, died at Stephens, Fred Jake, Fredrick
Jennie
Stuart
Hospital
last McConnell, Glenn Bright and
Thursday. A veteran of World Ira Fears will attend an interWar II, Oliver was reportedly city meeting of the Junior Chamshot when his pistol discharged ber of Commerce this afternoon
accidentally.
when the Marshall County JaySurvivors are his widow; a cees will entertain State-wide
son, John Amos; his parents, Mr. delegations. The group will go
and Mrs. F. S. Oliver; two sis- on a cruise to Gilbertsville Dam
ters, Mrs. Leory P'Pool and Mrs. and locks, participate in a radio
E. H. Childress, Jr., and two broadcast this afternoon, and be
brothers, Eugene and Erving. entertained with a fish-fry toOliver was a native of Caldwell night
county, and served 20 months
in the Army.
Murray Prexy Urges
Funeral services were held at
Harmony Baptist Church Friday, Applications Now
with the Rev. Ray Beeman ofMurray State Teachers College
ficiating.
is planning for the largest enPallbearers were Leroy P'Pool, rolment in its history and PresRobert Lemon, E. H. Childress, ident Ralph H. Woods urges all
Jr., Earl Hammontree, Austin students expecting to enroll to
Oliver and R. C. Chambers.
file
applications
immediately.
Interment was in Millwood The fall quarter opens SeptemCemetery.
ber 25.

Farm To Be Remodeled t*
In Unique 1-Day Program

- .

Full Teaching
Personnel Ready
For All Grades

200 Friends To Honor
J. F. Graham Tonight
Picnic Honoree

Butler To Have Four New
Faculty Members; Rural
Grades Expected To
Show Gains

Assignment
of teachers in
Princeton and Caldwell county
schools for the coming year was
announced this week by Supts.
L. C Taylor and Clifton Clift.
Citf schools will open Tuesday,
Sept 2, with all teaching posts
filled, Superintendent Taylor said.
Registration at Butler High Monday and Tuesday was 63 seniors,
58 juniors, 94 sophomores and
88 freshman. More are expected
to register during this week or
on the first day of school, Mr.
Taylor said.

h

J. F. Graham

Surfacing Job Begins
On Hopkinsville Road
At long last, work of
blacktopping t h e Christian
county end of the PrincetonHopkinsville highway was
started Tuesday,
Aug. 19,
according to official notice
to The Leader froip the State
Highway Department, Frankfort. The crew began at the
intersection of this road with
US 68, approximately one
mile west of Hopkinsville,
and will surface the route a
distance of 15.15 miles, to
the Caldwell county line,
with bituminous material*.
The route is being kept open
to traffic and, unless unfavorable weather delays the
project, it will be completed
about the middle of September, a State Highway employe here estimated this
week.

I

New teachers at Butler are
Miss Betty Lindle, a graduate
of Georgetown College, who will
head the music department, replacing Miss Martha Shultz; Mrs.
Kate Pruett and Mrs. John Y.
Mercer, study hall; Miss Elizabeth Thomson, Kuttawa, who
will head the English department,
replacing Mrs. Lucille
Armstrong.
Butler teachers reelected are
C. A. Horn, principal; Robert
Lee Beck, mathematics; Margaret
Boaz, commerce; K. V. Bryant,
English and band; Mrs. Frank
Craig, mathematics;
Howard
Downing, science and physical
education; Rebekah Henderson,
Latin and Spanish; Mary Dancie
Hodge, home economics; Virginia
Hodge, social science;
Gladys
Knott, English and physical education; John Y. Mercer, science;
Mrs. McKee Thomson, library;
Mrs. J. L. Walker, mathematics;
H. J. Watson, agriculture; Mrs.
J. D. Alexander,
first grade;
Leonard C. Taylor, economics.

Eastside school: Russell Goodaker, principal; Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, second grade; Mrs. Hillery Barnett, second grade; Mrs.
Paul Cunningham, fourth grade;
Mrs. Charles Curry, fourth grade;
Mrs. Howard Downing, fifth
grade; Miss Audie Green, first
grade; Miss Eloise Jones, third
grade; Mrs. Henry Lester, second grade; Mrs. Nola Lewis, first
Concrete Wall Will Be
grade; Mrs. Charles McGough,
first grade; Miss Eliza Nail, third
Extended To Close
grade; Mrs. Vernon Taylor, sixth
West Side
grade; Mrs. Henry Talley, fifth
Butler Stadium will have its grade; and Mrs. Mattie Lou Watnew steel bleachers, with seat- son, fifth grade.
ing capacity of 2,000 by SeptemFirst grade pupils living east
ber 15, in time for the first home of Seminary street will go to
football game
of the season, Eastside and those living west
Rumsey Taylor, a member of the of Seminary will go to Butler
Board of Education, said Wednes- High. Second, third, fourth and
day.
fifth grade pupils will go to
The old stand has been torn Eastside and others will go to
down and removed and the con- Butler.
crete wall around the playing
Dotson teachers are
E. R.
field will be extended from the Hamton, principal; Alvin E. Annorth to the south, down Darby thony, science; Lula Hampton,
street side, previously closed by third and fourth grades; China
the wooden stand, Mr. Taylor Lou Jones, home
economics;
said.
Myra Jones)
fifth and
sixth
The new seats will have steel grades; Geraline Johnson, first
girders and braces, wooden seats and second grades, and Juanita
and foot rests, and are so con- McNary, social science and Engstructed as to give more foot lish.
room than was the case in the
Other employes are Mrs. Virold stand, Mr. Taylor said. The gil Nuckols, Eastside cafeteria
steel bleachers also can be manager; Mrs. E. R. Hampton,
moved, if this is ever necessary. Dotson cafeteria manager; N. E.
The new bleachers were ob- Fralick, Butler caretaker; Scott
tained, by good fortune,
Mr. Herron, Butler caretaker; Ewin
Taylor said, from the University Smith, Eastside caretaker and
of Kentucky which had ordered Jimmie Lee, Dotson caretaker.
enough to provide 15,000 addiA general meeting will be
tional seating capacity in its sta- held for city teachers Monday
dium but found it could use morning, Sept. 1, at 9 o'clock.
only enough to give 10,000 more Dotson teachers will meet Satseats.
urday, Aug. 30, at their school
building.
Band Concert Will
Clifton Clift,
county school
superintendent, said Tuesday a
Be Presented Friday
larger enrolment is expected this
At Kuttawa Springs
year in the seventh and eighth
The public is invited to attend grades of county schools, due to
a concert by Butler band mem- return of pupils from war-time
bers to be presented at Kuttawa employment, and that due to the
Springs Friday night at 7 o'clock.
(Please turn to page six)
Band parents will be entertained
at a picnic preceding the concert, K. V. Bryant, instructor Red Cross Offers
said.
Approximately 40 band
members have been camping at Life Saving Course
The local Red Cross Chapter
Kuttawa Springs since Saturday.
will offer • free instruction in a
Junior life-saving course during
Curt Jones Suffers
the month of September, under
Broken Hip Monday
direction of the Rev. David W.
Curt Jones, widely known Schulherr, it was announced
farmer of the Rock Springs com- Tuesday by Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr.,
munity and a brother of Wylie secretary. Late afternoon classes
Jones, was reported resting fair- will be held for children between
ly comfortably at his home Wed- the ages of 12-15, or those from
nesday
following an accident the 7th to 10th grades. AppliMonday morning in which he cants must have some knowsuffered a broken hip bone. Mr. ledge of swimming, and should
Jones fell from a cultivator on contact Prof. C. A. Horn, water
his place, breaking the same safety chairman, or the local Red
bone which was fractured some Cross office for further details,
years ago.
Mrs. Cash said.

\
i
New Stadium Seats
To Be Up Sept. 15
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The Freedom Of The Knees
In Mid-Western and Mountain states,
where rugged individualists are said to
abound, the ladies are in revolt against
the new style edict making skirts longer
. . . and in Dallas, Denver, Kansas City
and other cities of that section there is
strong evidence the fashion experts will
be given the coldest shoulders the fair
sex can turn their way.
*
Formation of "Little-Below-the-Knees"
clubs, which started at Dallas two weeks
ago and has spread rapidly from the Mississippi toward the West coast, is the
surest sign the ladies are up in arms
about
the
designers'
long
dresses
and will not let their legs be too well
hidden and their freedom from the outmoded practices of their grandmas be
taken from them.
It is doubtless true that bow-legged
members of the fair sex welcome the
new style; but they would seem to be the
only ones justified in or willing to throw

away all their good garments and* purchase entire new wardrobes . . . in order
to be in the vogue. Then too, there is the
attitude of the mere males, which Beems
to be almost unanimously in favor of the
Little-Below-the-Knees dresses . . . and
the less the margin the better!
Of course we realize the men have only
the faintest whisper of influence in this
matter, which after all is the vital concern of their sweethearts,
wives and
mothers.
But from what we have been able to
observe latterly in several states, the
gals want glamor and comfort . . . which
they think they have best achieved with
just below-the-knees skirts; and the style
folk may take the worst licking they've
had since they tried to bring back stiff
collars for the males and whale-bone corsets for their ladies.
Three cheers for the Freedom of the
Knees!

Caldwell Native Was Useful Kentuckian
Forty years ago Harry V. McChesney
was a glamorous figure in Kentucky politics. His rise from obscurity to prominence had t>een meteoric.
Farm boy in
Caldwell county, teacher in the rural
schools and twice county superintendent
in his twenties, he moved ahead to be
elected state superintendent of public instruction on the Goebel ticket in* 1899,
when barely 31. He climaxed his office
holding with a term as secretary of state,
then lost the gubernatorial nomination
in 1915 to A. O. Stanley. Mr. McChesney
had studied law after entering public
life, and-for many years quietly practiced,
and spent much of his time in child welfare and other humanitarian work, and as
a member and official of the Kentucky
Historical Society delved into the early
history of the state and contributed much
to the interesting lore of the commonwealth.

.1

Mr. McChesney was a man with many
friends throughout the state, and from
his early connection with official life in
Frankfort chose to spend most of his time
there. He was a plain man who enjoyed
meeting and knowing people, and was
never happier than when helping the
handicapped. He was a high churchman
of the Baptist faith, forking always to
promote the spread of religion, humble in
a pride that increased as the years of
experience permitted him a larger service.
He knew no finer appreciation of friendship than to leave the state capital and
relax among those scenes in western Kentucky and in contact with associates of
his boyhood and those first stirring days
in public life, the rural schools where he
taught, and the office wherein he worked

as county .superintendent when not out
visiting schools.
Before reaching middle life Mr. McChesney earned and was voted more notice by those who knew him in -person
or by reputation than a majority of publicity seeking men gain in a long life,
and then put aside his ambition for office to watch the procession of men pass
through the portals of the capitol.
To
him there was a charm that never faded
in the trappings of history identified with
the little city beside the Kentucky river,
with some of its buildings almost a century old when first he saw them, and
modern structures intermingling before
he looked for the last time. He never
lost the country boy thrill in being among
people of prominence, the thrill that became his in school when he read of Daniel
Boone and Simon Kenton and Isaac Shelby and all the host that came after them,
trekking across the pages of Kentucky
history.
t
McChesney wanted to be Governor of
Kentucky but was denied reaching that
pinnacle of his ambition—and no worthier hope could fill the heart of a Kentuckian, in the minds of most Kentuckians,
than to be listed with Shelby and Willis
and all the interventing names—but some
must win and many others lose, and destiny sent McChesney to wait for the other
chance that never came. But he had been
long enough in Frankfort to become a
part of its traditions, and historians telling the story of Kentuckians who lifted
themselves to eminence from a start with
few advantages, will find material for
legends in that of Harry V . McChesney.

Pennyrile Postscripts Byc.M.p.
*

*

*

. There's no place like home.
*
*
*
And now that your errant reporter is back, after mingling
with what seemed like millions
of vacationists . . . including battling them |or driving space on
the highways of Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Illinois and Kentucky, he is entirely willing to
stay home from no\y on; or at
least until the unprecedented
post-war tourist business has
worn itself down to something
like average volume.

•

•

*

We traveled a little less than
3,000 miles on our trip and survived only by good luck and
experience. Personally, I marvel
at Roy Rowland, who covered
7,000 miles recently on a 3weeks' vacation tour, the Carl
Sparks family, and the John McLin party, both of which covered the West, including the coast
and Canada, for their stamina
and their records in getting
home safely, with their cars
undamaged.
*

*

*

The "Spooks" of the highways (inexperienced and careless drivers) are entirely too
numerous to enable even the
best and most cautious driver always to escape hazards to life
and limb. The boys and gals who
cut left across traffic are the
worst, while the smart alecs
who spurt past you on the right,
going your way, are causing
numerous deaths
•
• on *the roads.
We learned, first hand, why
the President called a safety
conference at Washington in
July, in an effort to standardize
where literally many thousands
of cars converge each August
from all parts of the Nation, it
is positively frightening to drive,
and turning left on a boulevard
is as dangerous and as awe-inspiring as driving up the highest
mountain.
*

*

*

And, undoubtedly, the way to
cros3 Kansas . . . is by air. One
native I talked with last Tuesday
morning said his thermometer
read 106 and was not registering
high enough. He said he was
gonna move next spring to Portland, Oregon. The only way he
could get any sleep, this filling
station owner said, was to buy a
hundred pounds of ice each
evening, break it into dishpans
and put his big electric fan behind the pans, so the air from
the fan would
the ice.
* pass
* over
*

But all the towns we stopped
in, in Kansas and Missouri, had
excellent hotels. We had made
(Owensboro Messenger) reservations well in advance in
some of them but found it necessary to stop in others, to cool
off (where air conditioning was
available) and to spend some of
In an address before the Second Disindustry.
the hottest daylight hours in
trict Bar Association meeting Tom Gra" 'There is now an increasing exodus
cooled movie theaters. Colby,
ham, Louisville investment executive, deof industry from the highly industrialized
Kansas, where E. F. Beckner, a
former Princetonian lives, has a
clared that from an economic standpoint
East. An alert state administration can
Kentucky has more undeveloped resources
do much to bring to Kentucky new in- grand hotel. The town's populathan any state east of the Mississippi
dustry by fair treatment, by equitable tion is 2400. Each of these towns
has»a fine, new municipal swimRiver. He then says:
tax laws, and by many co-operative steps.
ming pool which Jackie pat" 'As important as obtaining new in- ronized.
"Water is one great problem of in•
•
*
dustry is the retention of those successdustry and agriculture in many cases,
Princeton, right in the heart
ful and taxpaying industries that are
such as California and Texas. Kentucky
now a part of our state. They should be of an area which should profit
with its 'awful' weather is not running
encouraged to expand and to make further hugely in the future because of
out of water or coal and its soil producvisitors who will come by the
investment within the confines of this
tivity is on the increase rather than on
millions to see Kentucky Lake,
commonwealth. A political and economic ought to go about getting a new
the decrease. W e will not grow as fast
climate that will invite new industry and hotel; also a swimming pool and
as other sections but to quote the Chicago
sustain and advance those enterprises a park. Then Princeton should
News we are likely to 'stay growed' from
this point on.
This is an investment now developing the state will mean, even- do a job of advertising these and
tually, a larger state budget from which other attractions, to capitalize
factor of prime importance."
to provide better schools, improved ser- upon the tourist trade.
That is true.
Mr. Graham, long a
•
*
•
vices of government for all citizens, a
booster for industrial development says
If you want to see the most
that the problem of Kentucky is * how, reduced burden ppon the individual taxpayer and more of the things that all of
in the next 10 years, to bring in and
us want Kentucky to have.'"
finance 2,000 factories, the smaller the
industrial units the better. Of such small
Lead glass i3 used for optical
Graham adds:
factories, Graham says that the state
"Every source of credit must be mobil- glasses and electrical tubing
had 1,900 when it ranked first among ized, private and public. Industries need where its electrical resistance,
its extra softness or its high rethe South's 13.
working capital and factories, the financfractive index makes its use nec"In passing," Mr. Graham says, "only
ing of which are first the responsibility essary.
four states in the Union do not have some and prerogative of private capital, banks,
•
*
•
kind of state industrial or development
insurance companies, investment dealers
Although only a third of the
commission—one being ours.
and individual investors.
Many plants United States motor travel is at
have been brought into the state through night, three of every five traffic
"For the first time, the principal candeaths are at night.
private financing efforts, local investors
didates for governor on both the Demo•
•
•
cratic and Republican tickets, have come and banks purchasing stock or bonds, or
Electricity is being used now
out sponsoring a program of proper tax both, to finance the capital improvements. on 53 percent of the nation's
revision, economic planning and indusThe Kentucky Postwar Planning Com- farms.
•
•
•
trial development for the state.
mission, Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
The invention of portable time" I quote from a speech by the con- and Kentucky Association of Public Depieces dates from the end of the
gressman from your own Second district,
velopment and other agencies have work15th century.
the Honorable Earle C. Clements:
ed on this problem.
•
•
•
" 'The need for new industry in KenThere are some sections that do not
Wool yarn3 are usually made
tucky is very urgent.
The state needs
desire industrial development and, of from short wools; worsted yarns,
the money both in income for the people
course, there is no desire to place smoke- from long wool.
•
•
•
and revenue for the state government,
stack factories within city limits or resiWool today is cleaned primarwith which to accomplish the aims and
dential sections or to invite them where ily with the use of a specially
goals that are desired. . When Kentucky there is not ample labor of the kind need- prepared potato soap.
» • •
has been accorded a low rank among the
ed without creating burdensome labor
Between
16
to 24 hours norstates, it has been on the basis of ex- problems.
mally
are
required
to dry a tea
penditures per capita, or some other
However, in the future the situation
leaf.
basis which has been caused by the lack
is going to be far different from what it
•
•
•
of sources of revenue equal to those of
is in regard to employment. Clearly this
There are tea gardens in Java
some other states.
Income, of course,
is the state's Number 1 long-range prob- which rise as high as 6,000 feet
must'provide the sources of taxation
above sea level.
lem.
(Lexington Herald)
•
•
•
either directly or indirectly.
Taxation
•
There are about 12 different
comes from income. Income comes from
Mississippi has 4,00<J miles of hard species of walnuts, eight pr nine
employment.
Employment comes from
surfaced roads.
of which are cultivated.

modern buildings, drink and
bathe in the purest, elearest,
softest water, stay In fine new
hotels, witness people taking
every advantuge of their opportunities . . . follow the man's advice who said: Go West. But, if
you wish to be as comfortable
as possible, to avoid dangerous
haizards, keep your temper and
not have grey hair prematurely
; . . stay at home a while longer.
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U. S. Army

How P a s t e u r i z e d M i l k Safeguards
Your Family's H e a l t h =
BOILING POINT

Pasteurized Milk Is

N

O

T

BOILED OR C O O K E D
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
requires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.
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Did You Know?
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THE PRINCETON

Literary
Guidepost

By W. O. Rogers
THE TOM-WALKER, by Marl
Sandoz (Dial; (3)
Milton, Martin and Milton,
M E M I IKK O K T H E A S S O C I A T E D P R E S S — ' T h a Aaae<<(at«d P r e H
Stone, grandfather, father and olualvaly to the uaa tor rapublloation ot all Uia local news mint.d i„ , '* <
p a p e r , as w.U aa a^t A P nawa die p a t c h e d .
**"
son, one with a peg leg, one
MEMBER KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
gassed'and the third With a balMEMBER NATIONAL, EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
let crowding his heart, come
back from five long and wretched years apiece in th« Civil War
*
' *
*
and World Wars I and II.
Roads are bad, everywhere;
They come back to the family
for only this summer has any- and to their girls, Lucinda, Penthing been done about repairing ny and Hazel. Young Milton,
damage of other years, before married befqre he left, finds
and during the was period. Now Hazel doing very well, even too
big crews are digging tip con- well, as Senator Potter's assistcrete, asphalt and blacktop roads ant. Martin had his father Net
wherever you go; and this makes on Nancy but, tired of waiting,
travel slow and dangerous. A she is wheeling a baby carriage
couple of years hence, highways when he jumps up on her front
will be wider and safer; also porch and so he picks Penny,
smoother; and some of the mil- the very next woman he speaks
lions now rushing toward vaca- to. Lucinda hadn't be*n prepartion spots will have caught. up ed at finishing school for a ihan
on their going.
with one leg or even a man with
*
*
*
two plus the Tom-Walker's virile,
At Denver,
Elizabeth, my rip-snorting robustiousness.
mother and I attended funeral
These Stone men aren's easy
services Tuesday, Aug. 12, for to get along with; a girl might
Monroe Pool, with whom I play- love them or marry them but
ed here when we were small she'd have to be hardy to do
boys. Monroe died after the third both. Yet the boys return to a
and last of a series of operations world not easy to get along in, 4
which he and his doctors had either; a couple of the girls rephigh hopes would cure him. His resent a society which has veerM A Y B E it's travel you w a n t - i n exotic
heart failed.
can't follow. They shouldered
•
•
•
foreign lands. Or thrilling adventure along new
muskets, or boarded tanks and
The services were conducted in ed off at an angle the boys
frontiers m electronics, aviation, medical science.
a beautiful, small chapel at planes, out of a sense of duty.
Perhaps the chance to learn a useful, modem skilL
the Olinger Mortuary, Denver's What they're shooting for isn't
best, and lasted 20 minutes. An what the home folk shoot for;
If you are 18 to 3 4 ( 1 7 with parents' consent)
Army
chaplain officiated, I what they had the courage to
and otherwise qualified, you can get them all in the
thought extremely fittingly and win on the battlefield their famRegular Army. Yes, it's true: o n l y 3 o u t of 5 appliwell. Burial was in the federal ilies haven't had the wit to
cants are good enough to make it. T h a t means you'll
section of Fairmount Cemetery, safeguard.
serve your country with an outfit y o u c a n be proud of.
the city's most beautiful shrine
The veterans listen in amazeto the dead.
ment as the stay-at-homes say
Study the pay chart b e l o w . T h a t pay is clear.
•
*
*
regretfully that, given six more
Y
o
u don't pay a cent f o r f o o d , lodging, clothing.
Monroe's son, Jimmy, was months of war, they could have
Sound good? Then — get the full f a c t s today at your
graduated from a Denver high cleaned up. Milton, in the 1940's
nearest U. S. Army Recruiting Station.
school last May and Monroe's shocked by contemporary Amerwidow, who has many warm ica, even wonders if there's "any
friends here, is employed in one way to return from the wars
MONTHLY
of the city's leading stores. They but dead."
RfTI MIKT
Starling
"
When Miss Sandoz moves from
N E W , HIGHER PAY
gate ray
INCOMt AFTH:
expect to remain in residence
Par
20
rtart'
JO
IW
the west to Washington, she
there.
Month
Service Jsnict
FOR
Matter Sergeant
leaves
some
of
her
rich
and
fas•
•
•
£ 1 6 3 . 0 0 £ 1 0 7 . 2 ) $185.6!
or Fir*t Sergeant
talent
behind
her,
And, oh yes: While we were cinating
A R M Y M E N Technical Sergeant 1 3 5 . 0 0 87.7$ 151.M
74.75 129.M !
115.00
gone, our candidate went down though you may agree with her
Staff Sergeant
.
•
100.00 65.00 112.50 |
to defeat. This has happned be- flat contradiction of the earlier
Sergeant
• . .
90.00
58.50 101.25
Corporal
. . .
In Addition
to
toad.
fore, as in 1938, when Happy novelist who wrote that "it can't
80.00
52.00
90.00
Private Firat Q » «
Lodging,
CJofhM
and
Chandler lost to Alben Barkley; happen here." But up to the
75.00
48.75
84.H |
last
pages,
this
is
a
strong,
vigPrivate
.
.
.
»
Modical
C
o
r
*
and somehow, we managed to
survive and get along with the orous tale, lusty and rough and
In addition to column one of the above:
A G O O D JOB
FOK 10V
30%
increase for aervice overseas. S 0 %
business in hand. Earle Clements tumble; it has fine speech, if
increase, if member of flyin« crew. SO%
not
always
clean;
it
has
real
peoincrease, u p to $50 maaimum per month,
will win in November, beyond
if member of glider crew. »SO per month for
^oubt, and we fully expect his ple, if not always likeable; it's
parachutists (not in flying pay status) while
'< C H O O S E TMIS
engaged upon parachute duty. S% increase
about
our
world,
though
it's
a
administration of Kentucky's afin pay for each 3 years of aervice.
FINC
PROFESSION
MOW!
stupid
world.
fairs to be excellent. In th»matter of TVA, the people can have
their way through the LegislaCaldwell County Courthouse
ture . . . if they are interested
The spinning wheel was inBasement Floor — East Entrance
enough to demand what they vented in India and is still widePrinceton, Ky.
want.
ly used there.

Two Thousand Factories

ii
|
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PASTEURIZATION
TUBERCULOSIS

GERMS KILLED

UNDULANT

FEVER

143

140

GERMS KILLED"

139

STREP THROAT-

133

GERMS KILLED

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

160

143

PASTEURIZATION

138

SCARLET FEVER
TONSILITIS

-

GERMS KILLED

137

TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY

GERMS KILLED

130
98.6

,

DIPTHERIA
GERMS KILLED
BODY TEMPERATURE.

Germs

mul-

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk.

32 — F R E E Z I N G

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Eahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN THE
M I L K YOIJ FEED YOUIl F
Y?
r

Princeton .Cream & Butter Co.
iZZL

•

•
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February 8, 1923. Mrs. R. M.
Pool spent a few days in Louis- J February 13, 1921. Clifton
ville last week and while there Wqed, young student of the city
heard Madame Tetrazini, the school, playing "leap-frog" on
famous prima donna.
the high school grounds Friday
afternoon, received a very bad4 February
1 5, 1921 .Hairy ly sprained arm. He is now carBlades, Jr., and wife, Mrs. Roy rying his arm in a sling, but
Towery, Mrs. J. B. Bohannon and getting along very nicely.
daughter, Miss Lucille; James
Dollar, Gerard Kevil, D. B. OsFebruary 18, 1921. Dr. I. Z.
borne and Luther Sells were Barber returned Tuesday from
among those from Princaton to Chicago, where he took a post
attend "Chu Chin Chow" at Ma- graduate course in his eye, ear
cauley Theatre, Louisville, last and throat profession.
week.
J February 15, 1921. Clarence
and Boyce Cunningham, of Lawton and Sapulpa, Okla., are here
for a visit to their parents, Rev.
and Mrs. J. T. Cunningham.
February 18, 1921. Bayless Cantrell, of Dularyy, was in the city
yesterday. He is one of the
"back to the farm" boys, who has
made good.

J February 18, 1921. Herman
Keeney and little daughter,
Katherine Roberta, of Paducah,
visited the family of James
Keeney, McNary Avenue, Wednesday.
February 18, 1921. Julia Mason
Dyer has about recovered from
an attack of scarlet fever at the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Darius Dyer, N. Jeffenson
street.

* February 15, 1921. J. D. Wylie
has accepted a traveling sales- -i February 18, 1921. Mack Vinson 4ras on our streets yesterday
drugs have definite value in its in a sleigh drawn by two big
treatment. As has been men- black horses, and he was not untioned, good nursing, care, and accompanied. It was the first
feeding are also necessary. Don't sleigh we've noticed this winter.
fail to get veterinary service at
the first sign of illness.
Everybody reads The Leader!

•

Vtriftei

•

Stat Covtrs

•

Fan

•

Lamps

Lubrication

• Allot Tins
• Atlas Batttrits
• Battery Rf-ckarftrnt
^

^

Belts
f^^jSB

REALLY V^JS^JP

THAT'S
COMPLETE
M®
...AND SAVES.YOU MONEY!

W e can fix you up with everything you
need to make driving safer and more comfortable— Standard Oil Quality motor
producta, Standard Verified Lubrication,
and the famous A T L A S lint of Tires,
Batteries and Accessories!

Anti-serum is prepared from
» blood of cattle highly immnized against shipping fever.
I brings about a high resistance
t once. It is the best product
"r treatment and prevention of
hipping fever. Anti-serum is
ipensive, and it must be given
'large doses. When cattle prices
" high, it usually pays to use
LHave the cattle vaccinated by
i good veterinarian as soon afPf buying as possible,
h general, allow a period of
I weeks between vaccination for
Mping fever and for blackleg.
|®'t vaccinate against blackleg
F shipping fever at the same
Pie unless blackleg is present
r "ie farm or in the neighborTREATMENT
shipping fever is not too far
K anti-serum and sulfonamide

ATLAS
CHAMPION

SPARK-PLUGS
W e carry a complete
liae o f famous Champion S p a r k P l u g s .
Also equipped to do
e thorough, quick
plug deaaiog job.

ATLAS
Keep dirt aed
other
for.if*
e l e m e n t s out sf
your m o t o r oil.
Provide a t m o s t
efficiency
la
filtering.

Toufh, wear-resisting. f l e x i b l e f a a
baits that LAST
LONGER, and keep
your car from overheating.

A L L SIZES

Whity's Service Station

Notice To Voters!

? PA^rmmo
S

M

SERVICE DE LUXE—Motorists whose cars get splashed
while the Pittsburgh bridges are being repainted have
only to stop at the end of the journey to get a free polishing job. At right George Flamo shows the sign means
what it says. ( A P Wirephoto)

THE
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GARDEN
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GARDNER
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Agriculture

Economic*

Winter Storage II
The most convenient place to
store winter vegetables is a
house cellar, in two rooms, one
where the furnace is situated
and the other, separated from it.
Often it is possible to divide the
cellar with a wall of 2x4 studding, sheeted within and without,
covered with building paper or
with six thicknesses of newspapers, and then with sheeting
and battens Or with matched
flooring or siding. The door
should be built-up like the door
of a railroad refrigerator car,
and it should be airtight, "gasketed" with inner-tube rubber
or felt. The room should have an
outside window, for ventilation
and for cooling or warming.
Stored vegetables give off moisture and sometimes odor, but as
stale air automatically rise3 it
may be made to pass our merely
by opening the window.
During the hot days of August
and September, thp room may be
cooled as much as 20 degrees by
opening the window between
sunset and sunrise, and then
closing it tight. The room may
be warmed by opening the window between noon and 2 o'clock
on sunny days, when winter
nights are cold enough to cool
the room dangerously. The storage temperature should lie at 40
degrees.
Now for the "warm room."
Even the best-insulated furnace
gives off warmth, the warmer
air hugging the ceiling (the
house's first floor), where will
generally be found a temperature of at least 50 degrees. Also,
there the air will be found to
be dryest in the Cellar, these conditions being right for the "warm
crops." Thus, they may be laid
on shelves built just under the
first-floor joists, w they may be
hung in baskets held on spikes
driven into the joiste. If great
amounts of sweetpotatoes and
squash are to be stored, there
might be need for some directed
ventilation, but for the average
winter store, the probability is
that there is enough interchange
of air to keep the humidity low
enough for safety. '.

that neither white or sweetpotatoes should be washed; neither
should any adhering soil be
knocked off, but these crops
should go into storage, even covered with mud, there to dry out.
One Spanish raid staged from
Cartagena in Colombia against
the Indian inhabitants returned
with booty valued at 1,500,000
gold ducats, including a 140pound image of a porcupine in
solid gold.

C. M. McFurland of Whitley
county sold for $2 a gallon 100
gallons of sorghum molasses produced from seven-tenths of an
acre of cane.
Instead of an annual countywide homemakers club picnic,
150 Boyle county women made
a tour of homes and gardens.
E. P. Trammel of McCreary
county estimates he has 17,640
stalks in an acre of hybrid corn.
A Brown Swiss bull weighing
1,700 pounds is being exhibited
at fairs by Edgar Davis of Johnson county.
Calloway couhty 4-H club boys
and girls visited a hosiery mill,
stove factory and milk plant the
morning of their annual picnic.
Approximately $1,000 in cash
prizes were distributed on 4-H
club livestock at the Larue
County Fair.
Members of Woodford county
homemakers clubs exhibited refinished furniture and braided
rugs in five store windows in
Versailles.

The Coolest Spot In Town!-

n i A H c r
WERE YOURS
COULD YOU
FORGIVE?

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
ADDED TREATS! COLOR COMIC — WORLD NEWS

SATURDAY, AUG., 30 - OPEN 10 A. M
TWO-FISTED ACTION! . . .-plus
new songs of the old west!

wr^U^lMBO*

Or/%

The Great M W Postwar
De Laval World's Standard

JIMMY WAKELY • LEE "LASSES' WHITE
COLOR COMIC — SPORTS ALBUM
CHAPTER 8 — "JUNGLE RAIDERS

Series Separator*

[very

Part Milk

or Cream

is STAINKSS

SUN. & MON., AUG. 31-SEPT. 1

Toucba

SMI!

Tha minute you first set eyee
on theee great New De' Laval
Separator* you'll know they're
the beet you've ever seen.
De Laval 'engineering ha*
gone all out to give you cleanest *kimming . . . eesiest 2-minute washing . V . longeet *ervice . . . easiest operation , ."Jj
and all at loweet coat per year,
of uaet
The * new Super - Skimming
B o w l . . . supply can . . . cover*
with new open discharge type
apouta — all are of gleaming,
forever bright and rust-proof
stainless steel.

The Fabulous Technicolor Story of America's
Most Famous Troubadours! ~

Theae and other" new fee-"
turee and improvements make
these New De Laval World'*
Standard Series Separator*
the best you have ever aeen
or operated.

Uade
In three
fitffl — hand or
motor drive:
No. 514—550
lbs. par boor
N o . 5 1 8 — • OO
lbs. p « hour
No. 519—1150
lbs. p « hour

StilnliTtf
•I..I stream.
lined Super.
Skim m i n g
Bowl.

c o t era w i t h
•pea
type

Robinson Implement Co

Phone 127-J

Hopkinsville Rd

It should be emphasized again

PARAMOUNT

PLUS

WORLD

NEWS

TUES. & WED., SEPT. 2-3

Announcement To Owners Of
Armed Forces Leave Bonds

mMW offo CO/K/eSj
—in his g a y e s t a n d g a m e s t
screen adventure!!

The First National Bank, Princeton, Kentucky is authorized by the
United States Treasury Department to cash Armed Forces Leave Bonds
for registered owners any time after September 1, 1947.

There is no requirement that these bonds be cashed at this time
in order to get your money. They can be cashed any time in the future,
upon demand and without delay.
,

Unless you are in real need of the money now this institution and
the United States Treasury Department strongly recommend that you
permit your bond to earn interest at 1 x /t percent (up to its maturity)
until you actually need the cash. We will be glad to serve you at any
time.

Extra!

Extra 1

Extra!

YOUR DOCTOR
— 1947

THURS. & FRI., SEPT. 4-5

To facilitate identification, owners should bring their original separation papers with them when presenting bonds for payment.

Registration Books open from August 12 to midnight September 5

Under no circumstances may registered owners cash their bonds
before September^, 1947.

Check with County Clerk's office to determine your eligibility to vote

SPENCER

TRACY

Cattle baron ..
gs ruthless,
rugged!

Fiery....
fascinating
gal from
St. Louisl

Gun-shooting
and
gambling
fooll

DOUGLAS
He knew women!
Soft words,
Soft looksl

Princeton, Kentucky
County Court Clerk, Caldwell County,

Authorized Agent for Payment of Armed Forces Leave Bonds,

The Coolest Spot In Town/

- M

Fit And Comfort
If*
v
Count Most In
I f>
h. School Lineup
tk
;

•v

By Dorothy Roe

(Assoolstsd Press Fashion Editor)

KM
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When you pick' out ichool
shoes for Junior and Sis, choose
them well, and remember that
t h e average active child takes
about 30,000 steps a day for a
distance of 12 miles.
That's why small shoes seem
to wear out so quickly, and also
why children's foot care is so important. School shoes should be
sturdy enough to give good support, yet not so stiff and heavy
as to restrict freedom of movement. The National Foot Healtn
Council, an organization of podiatrists, says the best school
shoes are laced oxfords made of
light-weight upper leather, with
flexible leather soles.
Shoe size is most important.
Badly fitting shoes are one of
the chief causes, doctors say, of
the high rate of foot trouble in
America. Nine out of ten babies
have perfect feet at birth, yet
seven out of every ten adults
hav foot ailments, the majority
of which may be traced to wearing outgrown 6hoes in childhood.
It's important |o see that children get new shoes as often as
their feet requirt them. Young
feet grow so fast that they reach
a new shoe size with alarming
frequency. Sometimes a child's
foot will grow a whole size in
one month; almost always the
foot size changes every 6ix
months.
Doctors warn against excessive
wear of sneakers or "loafers" by
young children, as heel tendons
may get out of line if shoes are
to soft to hold the foot firmly.
Inadequate instep support also
may lead to flat feet.
Stocking fit is important, too.
Children's stockings should allow
about a half inch space beyond
the end of the big toe, for growing room. Stockings that are too
small cramp the toes; those that
are too long may bunch and
cause blisters.
Here are some general pointers to follow in buying school
shoes this fall:
, 1. Patronize a reliable shoe
store.
2. Have feet measured and
shoes fitted each time you buy
shoes for your child. Don't follow the custom of just ordering
a pair a size larger than the last,
for the feet may have grown
more than a size in a few
months. Correct 6hoe length allows three-quarters to one inch
space at the toe. Correct width
allows space enough so that the
leather may be pinched between
the fingers. Make sure the heel
fits snugly. Select the size which
fits the larger of the child's two
feet. (One foot almost always i3
6lightly larger than the other.
3. Select shoes which have'soft,
flexible uppers, sturdy but flexible soles. Leather soles often are
perferred to those of rubber or
plastic because they allow the
foot to "breathe."
4. Be sure the shoe gives adequate support to the instep and
heel. Take your time examining shoes before you buy them.
A little thought at the time
of purchase may save your
child from a lifetime of foot ills.

A crusade I have been conduct'
ing Bingle-handed in Henderson
county for the past ten years
might be likened to a man trying to beat down a sweeping
grass fire with a long-handled
shovel.

IN C A T H E D R A L PEW—Three small boys, (left to right)
Stephen, three; John, two; and Danny, four, enjoy'ice
cream cones in a police station where they were taken
after found in a pew in Holy Name Cathedral in Chicago,
111., (Aug. 24) with a suitcase and a plea for help beside
them. Daniel said his father was named Frank Gillespie.
Police took the children to St. Vincent's Orphanage. ( A P
Photo)

Homemakers News

Friendship

Friendship Homemakers recently had an ice cream supper
at Friendship school building for
the benefit of the Caldwell War
Memorial Hospital.
The next
meeting will be held at the home
of Mrs. Herman Oliver, Thursday, Sept. 3.

Crider

Burglars Chill
His Optimism

Johnson grass. It cost* $00 an
acre plus labor to apply it and
the ground la sterile — will not
produce anything — for two
yeara after the application."
My experience contradicts the
agricultural agent quoted by The
Timea. Johnson grass that has
not covered the ground solidly
can be eradicated for much leaa
than $80 an acre. A thousand
pounda of aodium chlorate, costing around 10 cents a pound
laid down at the nearest railroad
station, should poison ten acres
of grass that is spotty. I keep
the chemical on hand all the
time. Right now there ia not a
sprig of Johnson grass on our
farm. A farmer in the Wabash
River valley in Indiana spent
$80 an acre for chemicals to
eradicate solid turf, but he waited too long. Owners of most of
the contaminated farms in Kentucky could kill all the Johnson
grass they have and eliminate
new clumps during the next ten
years with 1500 pounds of sodium chlorate.
I don't know what kind of
chemical the Times alludes to,
but I do know that sodium
chlorate is dissipated in a short
time, ifhree weeks after poisoning several clumps of the grass
we broke the ground and sowed
it to barley. The barley wafc not
harmed by the poison.
Yes, Johnson gras6 marches,
invades, conquers. It is like a
skin disease that starts in scattered splotches and gradually
spreads all over the body.

I have been warning landowners that Johnson grass is spreading rapidly and that if they
don't fight it their farms will be
ruined. Th'e spread of grass has
been gaining miles while my
campaign of education has been
moving inches. Today one-third
of the farms in Kentucky are
contaminated. And practically all
our river and pecan bottom land
is in danger of being ruined if
the plague is not stamped out.
In Henderson county half a
dozen farmers have heeded my
warnings in the Sunday Glean
er. These have killed Johnson
grass with chlorate of soda.
Other owners of contaminated
land have done nothing about
it, and probably will not until
it costs them half as much as the
land is worth to spread the
chemical.
Describing Johnson grass as "a
plant which marches, invades,
conquers," the Louisville Times
says editorially:
"An agricultural agent says
that when ground is well infected a chemical may be used to kill Everybody
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preaa ordered, but a 2& (Xxi
pound multiple drill pre»,
with
five motors.
McNlckle .topped the un l oti . '
york. Neb., (AP) — Supt. T.
1
ing in time.
R. McNlckle of York city schools
learned a half-horae power drill
Mice Squeak By
presa waa offered for aale aa
While
Cats Rest
surplus government property.
Pepperell,
Mass, (AP) _ T
He thought it would make a
fine addition to the high school hard-working Swampscott c«u
agriculture shop, and ordered it. are v a c a t i o n i n g In this p i e i u "
Sorry, aaid the government, the inland town. Ike and Mike repress no longer waa available ceived a respite from mouit.
but another press could be had catching duties at the seaside
town
administration
buildins
from Tulsa.
A few days later a huge truck when the w i f e of Custodian John
pulled into the school yard and G. McLearn b r o u g h t them alow
*
started to unload, not the little on a visit.

Press Of Business
Nearly Crushes Him
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CHILD PRISONER—The parents of nine-year-old Jacqueline Breese were accused by
police in Cleveland, O. (Aug.
20) of keeping the child a
virtual prisoner in a hot, unfinished attic during the current heat wave. The couple,
Kirby Breese, 32, and hfs wife,
An»a, 22, were arrested after
neighbors complained the girl
was being mistreated.
(AP
Wirephoto)

* CHINTZ
* HOLLY
* AMERICAN
Come in a^d see our new shipment of Fostoria.

Eldred Hardware Co.
Telephone 321

Indianapolis, Ind., (AP) — A
wave of gasoline station burglaries had Malcolm Honeywell,
local station proprietor, worried
enough to make him take his
cash box home for safekeeping.
When thieves got around to
his
station,
Honeywell
was
pleased to report to police that
they got nothing more valuable
than a few cartons of oil. Then
he went home and found the
burglars had preceded him. They
carried off the cash box containing (45.

Crider Homemakers met at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Bright for a picnic Wednesday,
Aug. 20. Present were Mr. and
Mrs. William Coleman; Mr. and
Mrs. Dolph Williamson; Mr. and Flies 6,000 Miles
Mrs. V. E. Coleman; Mr. and
To Pay 90 Cent Debt
Mrs. Charles Wilson; Mr. and
Copenhagen — (A*) — EightyMrs. Leslie Bright; Misses Brenda
Kaye Vinson and Maggie Cole- one-year-old Peter Jensen Kj eldman and Mr. Seth Wigginton. sen of Sufria, Wis., recently
made a 6000-mile air trip to pay
a debt of less than one dollar
U.K. To Graduate 325
contracted more than 30 years
Approximately 325 students ago.
Jensen told reporters he had
the University of Kentucky's
largest summer graduating class come by air from the States to
so far, will be graduated Friday find a waiter from whom in 1916
night, Aug. 29. Dr. John Davis he borrowed four kroner (about
Williams, chancellor of the Uni- 90 cents).
"I left for America completely
versity of Mississippi and former
forgetting
my debt," Jensen said.
director of the U. K. training
school, will deliver the commencement address. Almost ev- Soldier Gets Shot
ery county in Kentucky will be
In Line Of Duty
represented by members of the
Fort George G. Meads, Md.,
class.
(AP) — When it comes to being
shot at in the line Of peacetime
duty, officers at this Army post
believe T/5 Raymond Sanders is
Expert inspection by TERMI- the man who knows most about
NIX gives you reliable information about your termite it
The other day—a routine day,
problem. Free inspection service, a feature of TERMINIX too—Sanders was under fire of
for over 19 years, has been 80 machine guns blasting away
used by more than 1,000,000 with 2,400 rounds of ammunition.
property owners. Call today!
Sanders drives an especially
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
prepared tank which serves as
Phone 260
the moving target in target pracAuthorized Representative o l
tice. He does it almost every day.
O h i o Valley Termini* Corp.
"I'm not yet used to that feelt I Px
ing of being under a tin roof in
At Advertised In "Tha Pesf*
a hail storm," says Sanders.
Nearly 30 percent of Mexico's ill'TWiTi
22,000,000 people are wholly InOil mills of the cotton belt
dian by blood.
WORLD S LARGEST IN TERMITE CONTROL
have facilities to produce more
than twice as much stock feed,
oil and linters as can be obtained
from the present supply of cottonseed.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

755/k

month some smart

Americans

will pocket

an extra

TERMINIX

NOTICE!

The Princeton Horse Show Committee is
glad to announce that the merchants are wholeheartedly indorsing the Princeton Horse Show,
which is being sponsored by tbe Veterans of
Foreign Wars, and the following is evidence of
this indorsement:
This is to certify that the Retail Merchants
Association's committee on advertising has indorsed the Veterans of Foreign Wars to solicit
and accept advertising for the Horse Show from
the members of the Association, up to and not
over $5 from each member.

President,
Princeton Retail Merchants Association.
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Keach's.

you

onejofJbem?)

(Incorporated)
PEOPLE getting

has it

1

AS NEVER BEFORE

all this money aren't a bunch

of

millionaires.
mil

They're farmers, riveters, clerks, motormen, secretaries, lawyers,
grocers, doctors—all kinds of people.
But they do have one thing in common: Ten years ago this

I ^flfe
Shop All 9 Floors
for
• Furniture
• Rugs and Carpets
• Home Furnishings
The Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

a payroll, through the Payroll Savings Plan.
If not, through the Bond-a-Month Plan at your bank.
In either case, once you start, your money

is set aside for

you—regularly and automatically. It mounts u p steadily—and
fast. In just 10 years, you'll get $4 back for every $ 3 y o u p u t in:

ably the safest, soundest, most sensible way the average Amerir

«

You can buy them now on two convenient plans. If you're on

June and July, they bought U. S. Savings Bonds. They had the

As these people will tell you, U. S. Savings Bonds are prots

•. •

AND—

horse sense to hang onto their Bonds. And now they're getting
a sweet cash payment from Uncle Sam!

The committee did not approve or disapprove sponsorship of rings. This is up to the
individual merchants entirely.

E . L . Williamson,

/

can can save.

Sm

W h y not join the millions of smart Americans who now b u y
Bonds easily, automatically:
If you do, in 10 years you'll

get y o u r share ef Savines

Bond Payments I

the easy, automatic, way-with

U.S. Savings Bonds

This advertisement sponsored by:

PURDY'S

PRINCETON CREAM AND BUTTER CO.

SULA AND f-ZLIZA NALL

REFINERY SALES CORP.

GOLDNAMER'S
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Randal Statement Caldwell
bounty Board Of Education
I. ]v i 1940 to June 30, 1947 Mack Nichols
1.50
Clarence Chapel
|J
RECEIPTS
3.00
4.00
Dept. Per C , P i U M8.85a.8fl, Euen Farmer
Raleigh Moore
114.33
' Dept. Vocational
2,258.24
Orlan Prowell
23.64
j
eDept- Farmer
4,248.15 Walter Bdrnes
513.50
Tiriinm*
27,515.58 Standard Oil Co
1,103.32
kooerty T a x
186.51 Wood Drug Co
[Shares •
5.85
1,538.15 Mrs. Juanita B. Morse
u-hise Tax
720.98
2,189.02 Mrs. Eva L. Creasey . .
460.05
ji:«
596.80 Carpenter Body Works 2,788.86
ation
2,946.00 Mrs. beesie George . . . .
746.03
k ot Property
Corine Morse Baker . .
622.50
juudj & Mis235.85 Caldwell Co. Fiscal
r*ll»neous •••
Court
:
wrary Loans
5,500.00
110.00
E j Receipts
$93,863.10 W. A. Walker
495.00
Hollowell's Drug Store
DISBURSEMENTS
4.62
7.50 Caldwell Co. Health
tX. Satterfield
165.00
Dept.
312.50
....
ie Thomason
42.25 Glynn McConnell . . . .
6.00
un Stallins . . . .
73.50 E, L. Barnes
3.98
•forc| Stallins .. • •
90.00 Judson Griffin
24.80
t(vd E. Jones
85.00 Town of Fredonia Sch.
" j. Lowery
85. OQ Bldg. Bend & Int. Re. H. Marshall
80.00
demption Fund . . . . 1,100.00
Ml Nichols
85.00 Mrs. Emma H. Cart- .
[ Suppelle Baker . . . .
30.00
wright
......
617.93
Cravens . . . . . .
358.60 Kermit Lowery . . . . . .
8.00
p p Towery .
5.00 Dolph Franks
1.00
J. Blackburn
466.14 T. W. Vinson
I, Bi-Products
1,604.13
Nashville Products . . . .
99.35
iaceton City B o a r d
3,526.50 Pearl I. Hartigan . . . .
549. V5
I of Education
156.46 Mrs. Lorene LaNeave..
412.65
loung's Lumber Co. .
39.18 Hubert Jaco . . . ' . . . . . . . 1,908.75
J. White
917.29
Clift
2,614.35 Ella F. Meadows
854.09
19.30 Mrs. Twila Taylor
oeave & Son
325.82
1 Refining C o
600.71 Mary Wilson
1,480.18
fcward F. Blackburn . . 2,745.35 Jack Byrd
812.72
161.90 Mrs. Kitty Quertermous
ris Felker
962.89
24.75 L. W. Guess
Lowell County Times
644.08
Mrs.
Edward
Mason
.
.
mere National
547.15
[ Bank
12,948.80 Jettie Scott
585.45
Mrs.
Lena
Taylor
.
.
.
.
i Stallings
1,537.05
722.63
nrje Hopper
1,312.01 Drucella Quisenberry.,
r Marshall
17.60 Mrs. Lillian P'Pool
664.53
ims Ser. S t a t i o n . .
4,133.90 J. W. McChesney
458.40
tarles Hubbard . . . .
2,523.18 Everett Glass
540.00
480.00
man Brenda
2,779.92 Jame3 Howton . . . . . . . .
540.00
Lucille Morse
1,137.45 Will Henry Pettit
116.40 James Black
446.25
Lucy Baker . . . .
.79 Mrs. Jane Griffin . . . .
liiway Express Agency
45.00
75.00 Mrs. Myrtle B. Brandon
H Young
812.56
23.00 Margaret I. Ryon
409.55
Iirid G. Burris
629.58 Cleo Frances Hart . . . .
. Herman P ' P o o l e . .
772.54
576.04 Robert Porter
uise Francis
6.50
796/67 Mrs. Kathleen Perkins
IM. Mason
809.55
928.26 Mrs. Dora Holland . . . .
. Cecile Sigler . . . .
747.76
i K. Thomason . . . .
821.19 Illinois Central R. R. Co
6.51
768.75 Mre. Ora B. Cantrell . .
i Drennan
714.86
761.36 Aelma E. Brandon . .
Alcie Dalton
849.97
. Guy Smith
598.95
726.41 Anna E. French
. M. Calvert
854.36 J. N. Riley
145.44
Belle Calvert
618.83 Earl Beckner *.
4.00
Flora Creekmur . .
853.82 Howard D. Happy . . . .
39.40
J. W. M c C h e s n e y
780.05 Eldred Hardware Co..
314.15
L Nichols
1,003.24 McConnell Elec. Co. . .
100.62
26.00
D.Crowe
708.09 Cedar Bluff Stone Quarry
356.97
James A. Oats. I
227.78 Chambers-Moore Motors
tt Marshall
32.60 Western Auto Associate
lern Bell Tel &
204.36
Store
TeL Co
126.99 The Princeton Leader..
238.45
2.30
it L Brown . . .
820.28 Valley Grocery Co
Mahan
12.00
15.00 Sam Buchanan
51.60
Smith . . . . . . .
39.60 Mitchell Bros
2.80
B. Blackburn
209.99 Joiner Hdw. Co
22.40
(rs. Robbie Oliver .
722.70 Stevens D-X Ser Sta...
9.00
is. I. Z. Lewis . . .
5 9 0 4 9 Feagan's Ser. Sta
1.00
fola Burton
815.75 Cecil Burton
15.00
Wilma Sigler
483.99 Byrd Sc Rice
78.40
fc Thomas Mayes . .
658.70 . Jessie N. Spickard

P
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Polks at U. K.
By Jack Wild

Puritan Chemical Co...
Henry A. Petter Sup. Co
Ratliff Hdw. Co
J. W. Horning
R. S. Sherrils . . . . . . . .
State Dept of Education ..'.
John E. Young Ins. Co.
W P. King
J. W. Ennis St Son . . . .
Crider Cash Store
B. T. Davis Co
Encyclopedia Britanni-

59.36
42.48
195.24
73,72
13,50
29,00
739.95
182.50
10.50
1.20
173.29

68.00
Mary Elizabeth Barnes
534.50
Hewlett McDowell . . . .
10.00
Fredonia Valley Quarries
27.02
Americana Corporation
130.54
Richard Hart
221.35
Wood I. Holloway
1,006.60
Mrs. Wood I. Holloway
60.00
Robinson Implement Co.
1.04
Butts Brothers . . . . . .
19.50
Steger Lumber Co
7.63
Amer. Printing Co
18.40
Stevens Chevrolet Co..
556.38
L. B. Fergerson
2.00
Mrs. Eva Brown . . . . . .
216.00
Central School Sup. Co.
137.56
Jame3 Tinsley
314.50
E. M. Hale & Co
52.11
Mrs. Lola Prow
225.00
McGraw Hill Book Co.
10.81
Ky. Future Farmers
Cooperative, Inc
, 9.00
Trafton Book Co
88.50
Interstate Printers &
Publishers
68.73
Morrison Pub. Co. . . . .
132.50
J. B. Lippincott Co
139.88
Treasurer of United
States
14.00
The Chas. H. Bunch Co.
76.97
Beckley Cardy Co
290.66
E. F. Ordway
2.90
Mrs. Minnie Boitnott..
570.03
Arnold Ligon fruck &
Frt. Lines
39.16
Tom W. Collins
20.00
W. Otho Towery
230.75
Engineer Drilling Co...
201.75
P . Homer Brown
63.43
Hammond & Stephens
87.22

Co

Total Disbursements 93,516.69
RECAPITULATION
Balance on hand July 1,
1946
•None
Total received during
year
93,516.69
Total disbursed during
year
93.516.69
Balance on hand June 30,
1947

346.41

Balance in Bank June 30,
1947

799.87

Outstanding checks June 30,
1947

'

453.46

Actual Bank balance June
30,

1947

346.41

I, Howard Rice, Treasurer of
the Caldwell County Board of
Education, do hereby certify that
the above is a true statement of
the amounts received and disbursed from July 1, 1946 to June
30, 1947 leaving a balance of

WANTED:
USED TIRES

Says Kitchens Are
Very Dangerous

m

PRICE S ^ O

PLUS

*\ifi\\j

$799.87 on deposit June 30, 1947.
Signed: Howard Rice
I, Elizabeth B. Rogers, do
hereby certify that the Caldwell
County Board of Education had
on deposit' on June 30, 1947 at
the Farmers National Bank the
sum of $799.87.
Signed: Elizabeth B. Rogers
Assistant Cashier
Farmers National Bank
Subscribed and sworn to before me by Howard Rice and
Elizabeth B. Rogers this 20th day
of August 1947.
Atha Stallings

6.00-1*
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And this allowance comes off the
already iowet-than-crewar price of
most popular-sized B. F. Goodrich
Silvertowns that outwtar prtwar tins.
This new tire has a wider tread that
runsflush-to-the-road,gives greater
road contact,firmerfooting, more even
wear, more road grip. Finer, sturdier
cords and more of them give the tire
greater strength and suppleness to resist the road pounding of high speeds.
So don't be satisfied with less th»n
the best when the tire that outwears
prewar tires costs so litde.

$1.50 DOWN >1.25 A week
PUTS

A NIW ».OO-I*
r.
S I I V U T O W N O N YOUK

OOOMICH
CM

Robinson Implement Co.

PHONE

3p

KlNSVlLLE ROAD

127-J

F.Goodrich
BJ
Lm
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legumes and ia making little
growth is not must better than
grass hay, and 20 to 24 percent
protein grain mixture should be
used. Pasture that has a high
percentage of legumes and is
making good growth needa to be
supplemented with only 12 to
16 percent protein feed."

Watch Youk
Kidneys/
H e l p T h e m Cleanse t h e B l o o d
of Harmful Body Waste

for winter cover crops usually
pay, and farmers are advised to
check fertility of their soil before seeding cover crops.
Vetch and crimson clover are
legumes. Some soils are naturally inoculated for crimson clover,
but it is essential to inoculate
vetch before planting unless
vetch has been grown successfully on that land before.
To produce more pasture and
better protection for the soil,
small grain or ryegrass should
be seeded with crimson clover
or vetch.

Your kidn.ya ira constantly (Uterine
» u l « matter (rum t h . blood itrMim. But
kidnaya sometime, lag In th.tr work—do
not • « as Nature !nl.ad«d—(ail to n m o v . ImpuritlM that, II r«ta!n*d. may
poison t h . system ana upset t h . whoU
body machinery.
Symptoma n a y be nagging backacha,
persistent headache, attacks ot dlsalnsM.
getting up nights, swelling, pufflneae
und.r t h . s y s . — a (Mttng ot n.rvoua
a n i i . t y and low of pap and strength.

I

Oth«r signs uT kidney or bladder dis-

order are eomstimss burning, scanty o r

too fr.qu.nt urination.

There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment Is wiser than neglect. Use
Dean's Pills. Doan's have been winning'
new frlanda for more than lorty year*.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
country over. Ask pour tuifhborl

DOANS PILLS

"You'll be so pleased . . . the piece goods
I bought from HOWERTON'S are just beautiful."

2

' CARDUI
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N O T I C E !
T A X
P A Y E R S
It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to appear at the Tax
Commissioner's Office.

Taxpayers are governed by the following

law, according to the Kentucky Statute, Section 132.220:

trAll men are flirting with me todaymust be this dress I got from the dry
cleaners!"
Though we can't guarantee you a wedding ring just because
you give your clothes our dry cleaning care—we can assure
you that you'll be more attractive. Our careful handling helps
retain original color and fit and our prompt service enables
you to keep even a limited wardrobe in condition to give you
the immaculately groomed look men admire.

Phone 111

-,

p e n d i n g o n the q u a l i t y of the
pasture. A p a s t u r e that has few

\

f^c^UnUante^i

RUBBER

Cows in good milk production
need some grain at this season,
even though pastures look green
and are growing, according to
dairy specialists at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
They advise feeding grain to all
producing cows, except- those
giving little milk and soon to be
dry. The statement says, In part:
"The grain mixture should contain 12 to 24 percent protein, de-

Fiv

TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE
OPEN for BENEFIT of TAXPAYERS

^

'

reads

We ha ve a big market for sound used tires,
On your car, it is impossible to
detect the exact condition of a tire.
But we have the experience and equipment to examine them thoroughly,
to detect flaws and to select casings
suitable for repairing, recapping otreconditioning. This knowledge is extra
money in your pocket, because we can
give you a bigger allowance if your
tires can be made safe for further use.

LESS
THE

•

The annual report of the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station gives the following results of feeding yellow corn and
"sweet feed" to suckling lambs:
."Suckling spring lambs creepfed yellow shelled corn to an
average age of 100 days ate 17.5
percent less grain, gained 2.1
percent faster, and graded slightly higher in finish than similar
lambs creep-fed "sweet feed"
composed of 800 pounds of
crushed oats, 730 pounds of
cracked corn, 200 pounds of
wheat bran, 100 pounds of linseed oilmeal, 150 pounds of molasses and 20 pounds of iodized
salt."

B. F. Goodrich Silvertowns that
outwear p r e w a r tires. • • now
at less than p r e w a r prices!

M

Advise Grain For
High-Milking Cows

1

I The last IOOO miles are the danger miles
...don't drive past the danger point
m

College Advocates
More Cover Crops

"The motmot Is a bird that
shaves."
Cover crope to protect the soil,
Dr. W. D. Punkhouaer Is the au- furnish winter feed and save lathor of that startling statement,
and people who bor are advocated by the Univerknow the eminent sity of Kentucky College of Agsoologist are not
riculture and Home Economics.
likely to aooff.
Crops suggested and latest date
For some reason, according to for safe seeding are: Crimson
Dr. Punkhouser, clover, Sept. 15; ryegrass, Sept
"the bird think*:
he can Improve 15; winter oats, Oct. 1; vetch,
o n N a t u r e by Oct. 1 to 10; barley, Oct. 5;
shaving ( o t h e r Wheat, Nov. 1, and rye, Nov. 1
m a l e s in t h e
world have had to 15. Wheat and barley should
Alie same ldea).^' not be seeded until heseian-fly
Dr. Vunkhouser 'The little shaver danger is past.
does this by using his beak as a '
Recommended seeding rates for
raaor and shaving off the side
plumes from two oentral tall fea- \ best results are: crimson clover,
Uiers.
; 12 to 20 pounds to the acre;
S H O O T S E L E P H A N T — VirThe motmot Is but one ot many
ginia Walton Brooks, 14, of famous graduates of "Nature's, vetch, 15' to 40 pounds; winter
Memphis, Tenn., displays "good School, the oldest and greatest ed-; oats, 1V4 to 3 bushels; barley,
ucaUonal Institution In the world,"luck" bracelets made from tail which are listed in a new book by 1V« to 2 bushels; rye, 1 to 2
hairs of an elephant she bag- Dean Funkhouser. Some others: ! bushels; ryegrass, 15 to 30
Architecture. "Man was not thai pounds, and wheat, 1 to 2
ged in Kenya Colony, East
Africa, in July, as she tells of first creature to build dwellings, bushels.
with scientific exposures for light'
More pasture and better proher experiences shortly after and air, with concrete walls, roofs
her arrival in New York with and gutters for shedding rain, chim- tection come from heavy seedher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ber- neys, ventUatlag shafts, paved ings. Lighter seedings may do if
walks. Indoor green-houses and alr- no stock are to run in the fields.
ry B. Brooks. (AP Wirephoto) condltloned
rooms; the termites
A good seedbed, careful seedhave been erecting such structures
for countless ages."
ing and proper covering may
Farming. " I t has actually been mean difference between success
claimed that U It were not for the
cultivation of the soil by thesA in- and failure, 6ays the college. Eardustrious little creatures (earth- ly-seeded crops especially need
worms), there could be no agrlcul-; good covering.
,
Danger lurks in the kitchen, ture on earth."
Fertilizers and lime materials
Engineering. "Among the best of
says Miss Ida C. Hagman, house- the dam builders are the beavers,
hold economist of the University and their engineering work Is not
limited merely to the construction;
W. H. Johnson
of Kentucky College of Agricul- of water-barriers, for they often,
J. T . O'Kannon
ture and Home Economics. The change the entire topography of a
kitchen, she declares, is loaded region by filling valleara,' changng
the courses of streanas, and proFor Immediate
with pitfalls and is the most dan- ducing broad fields and meadows."
Fashion Designing. "The parasol
Delivery On
gerous room in the house.
ant cuts out a piece of leaf which
She wouldn't have the woman it carries jauntily over Its head as
M O N U M E N T S
of the house, or even the inan It goes about its routine duties."
Military Science. "Our old friend
and children stay out of the kitSEE OUR STOCK—THE
skunk Is of course our best
chen, but 6he warns kitchen the
known advocate of chemical warLARGEST IN WEST KY.
workers to be careful. Her good fare."
Dr. Punkhouser Is head of the
housekeeping slogan, "A place
for everything and everything in Zoology Department and dean of
Paducah Granite
the Graduate School at the Univerits place," applies especially to sity of Kentucky.
Marble, Stone Co.
the kitchen. Enough storage
space for kitchen equipment use a cloth or pad to lift them.
402 South 3rd Street
close to work areas will elimi- Before opening a steaming ketPaducah, Kentucky
tle
or
roaster,
cover
the
pan
with
nate many accidents, she reasons.
a cloth and lift the far side of the
Phone 799
Miss Hagman points out that
cover first. Avoid oven canning
knives and other sharp tools are
and follow directions when usinvolved in 14 percent of all the
ing a pressure cookler—raakjt
home accidents, and suggests
sure the safety valve is in work- How w o m e n and
girls
that all sharp knives be kept in
ing condition.
a knife rack in a drawer, or on
"Falls are the most common m a y g e t w a n t e d r e l i e f
the wall out of reach of the chilcause
of accidents in the kitch- from functional periodic pain
dren. When washing dishes, wash
en,"
.
Miss
Hagman added. " A
Cardul is a liquid medicine whloh
and dry sharp knives separately
many women say has brought relist
safe
step
stool
or
step
stand
is
from the cramp-like agony and nerand do not place in dishpan or
vous strain or funcUonal pertodto
sink \frith other dishes or uten- an essential piece of equipment
distress. Here's bow tt may help:
in any modern kitchen. Grease
Taken like a tonic.
sils.
It should sUnfulata
and water should be mopped up
appetite, aid digesShe cautions that pans, knives from the floor immediately to
tion,* thus help build resistance for the "timer'
and other utensils be kept out eliminate the danger of slipping
to come.
of children's reach. Turning pan and falling."
100
Started 3 days be,.INTS
handles away from the front of
fore "your time", tt
{
should help relievo
the stove will prevent accidentpain due to purely funcLambs
Finished
tional
periodic causes.
al tipping. Cover scalding li' Try Cardul. If tt helps, you'll
quids before carrying them, and On Yellow Corn
be (lad you did.
t

Notary Public, Caldwell County, Ky.
My Cbmmission Expires October 29, 1947.
Everybody

\

Page

wmm

"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or having any
interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear before
the Tax Commissioner between July 1 and September 1, 1947,
and have same listed."

Mrs. S. I. Larkins,

Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

i • •
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Wheat Insurance
Cancelled In Ky.

it

Federal crop insurance contracts on wheat for 1948 and subsequent years are being cancelled in Kentucky, according to
C. R. Wheeler, State director for
the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation. Obligations of the corporation and insured wheat
farmers are not affected for the
1947 crop year.
Under congressional amendment recently made to the Federal Crop Insurance Act, insurance on wheat during 1948 can be
In effect in only 200 counties
across the country. Congress also
provided that counties selected
must be representative of areas
where wheat is normally prosliced, and that value of the
crop is not an unimportant part
of the agricultural income in the
county. These two provisions
limit not only the number of
counties selected but also the
number of states where \frheat
insurance can be offered next
year, Mr. Wheeler said.
Twelve states now having
wheat contracts with the corporation will be out of the 1948
program. These, in addition to
Kentucky, are Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, Deleware, New
Jersey, Wisconsin, Iowa, Arizona
Nevada. Most of these will have
federal insurance on one or more
of the following crops: corn cotton, tobacco and flax.
Six thousand, one hundred and
eighty-two farmers in 67 counties in Kentucky have contracts
with the corporation, covering
their 1947 wheat. Estimates are
that loss claims will be approved
ers, totaling 35,000 bushels in indemnities. Causes of loss infor 650 of these insured producclude winterkill, excess moisture,
Hessian fly and rust.
Mrs. M. L. Orange is expected
to return home this weekend
after spending the last month in
Jackson, Miss., with her daughter, Mrs. Alberta Pool, who has
been very ill.

Washington — (JP) — Gael Sullivan, executive director of the
Democratic National Committee,
has announced the party will
hold a nation-wide radio rally
Sept. 2, as an experiment looking toward the 1948 presiderrtal
campaign.
Sullivan said it will mark the
first time a major political party
has used the radio as a means of
conducting a meeting of the party nationally.
The program will originate in
Washington and include talks
from various sections of the
country.

U. S. Agency Says Slump RED CROSS SEEKS BLOOD
GIFTS TO SUPPLY ALL U. S.
Has Been Postponed , HOSPITALS
By Jana Eads
Indefinitely

Full Teaching
Personnel Ready

(Continued from page one)
continued shortage of teachers,
high school graduates with summer teacher courses are eligible
to teach some of the county
schools. Teachers have been obtained for all schools except Mt.
Hebron, Mr. Clift said.
County schools opening Monday, Labor Day, and their teachers will be Fredonia, Guy Nichols, principal; Herman Brenda,
Mrs. Lucille Morse, Mrs. Guy G.
Nichols, Cleo Frances Hart, J.
N. Henninger, Jack Byrd, Mary
Elizabeth Barnes, W. L. Nichols,
Mrs. Myrtle B. Brandon, Mrs.
Kathleen Perkins and Mrs. Kitty Quertermous.
Cobb, Mrs. Maggie VanHooser,
Mrs. Flora Creekmur and Mrs.
Lillian P'Pool.
Crider, L. W. Guess and Mrs.
Edith Mason; Friendship, Thelma
E. Brandon and Mrs. Wood Holloway.
Lewistown, Mrs. Beatrice Turley and Mrs. Madie Owens.
Flatrock, Mrs. Robbie Oliver;
Belle Buckle, Mrs. Lena Taylor;
Scottsburg, Mrs. Ora Cantrell;
Hawridge, Mrs. Eva Brown and
Enon, Vera Drennan.
County teacners will meet at
the courthouse Saturday morning at 11 o'clock, and a meeting
of the Association for Child
Education, a group composed of
county teachers, will also meet
at 10 o'clock, Mr. Clift said. A
representative from Murray College will meet with the group
at 11 o'clock.

Immediate Saving on Your

FIRE - WINDSTORM
and

AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE

Also Bargains in Building Lots and Homes.

Cummins Insurance Agency
(Office over Wood's Drug Store)

Phone 520-J

GOODBYE
S H A H - S H A H — Actress
Jeanne
Crain
(above), says goodbye to her pet lion Shah-Shah, after
neighbors complained that the lion was .bothering them
with its roars, and even threatened to organize a lion
hunt, Miss Crain arranged to give Shah-Shah to the Los
Angeles zoo. ( A P Wirephoto)

US Hospital Aid

wait until all the " A " group
have had first crack at the federal money.
Priorities were assigned on the
basis of the county's per capita
income, divided by distance from
an existing approved hospital,
times total population.
Under the federal five-year
plan which calls for $75,000,000
to all the States this fiscal year,
only nonprofit groups are eligible. The Kentucky General Assembly must pass a hospital-licesing act before Kentucky can
get any more money after July
1, 1984.
Another "If" remaining is federal approval of the Kentucky
plan. However, Dr. Edward T.
Thompson, Chicago U. S. Public
Health Service consultant, predicted it would be approved.
Blackerby said he will send
letters to the- county judge of
each county notifying him of
the plan, and asking him to say
within 90 days whether that
county wants to participate.

(Continued from page one)
Gallatin-Trimble, Allen, Webster,
Ballard-Carlisle, Elliott, Trigg,
McLean, Owen, Boone, FlemingNicholas, Jessamine, Garrard,
and Anderson, in that order.
Second or "B" priorities were
assigned the following counties:
Knox-Laurel-Whitley, Clay Jackson, Pike, Boyd - Carter Greenup, Floyd, J e f f e r s on,
Letcher, Ohio, Christian, Harlan,
Marion - Washington,
Perry,
Campbell, Muhlenberg, Daviess,
Pulaski, Hopkins, Warren, BathMenifee, Henry-Shelby, Graves,
Bracken-Mason, Robertson, Bell,
Fulton and Hickman.
Dr. P. E. Blackerby, State
health commissioner, said many
top-priority counties will not be
able to put up the necessary cash
perhaps for years. Yet they will
remain top priority as long as
their need is unfilled.
A few of the counties, however, are "possibilities" to put up
the necessary money this year,
A dog has been known to unsaid Dr. Blackerby. He listed derstand as many as 400 words.
Hardin, Owen, Casey, Breckinridge, Carroll,
Gallatin, and
Trimble.
In the "B" group are mo6t of
the counties that are "on my
neck," said Dr. Blackerby. They
have the money and want to
build right now. Yet they must

Washington — The blood of
Pennsylvania miners, Wall Street
bankers, Iowa farmwives, Hollywood stars and D. C. government
girls saved the lives of millions
on the front lines of our worldencireling battlefields d u r i n g
World War II.
The wartime program was ,a
spectacular success. Now the Red
Cross is embarking on a peacetime program to provide blood
and its derivatives to the nation's hospitals without cost for
all the people.
Some 6,600,000 persons, averaging two pints each, donated
brood during the war years.. By
January 1945 each wtek 100,000
persons — church groups, labor
unions, students, housewives and
soldiers and sailors—werp giving
blood at the 35 donor centers or
to the 63 mobile collecting units
which the Red Cross was operating throughout the country for
the purpose.
This project, the largest singly-controlled medical undertaking in history, started out in a
small way back in 1941.
The surgeons general of the
Army and Navy had requested
the Red Cross and the National
Research Council to cooperate in
collecting human blood to be
processed into dried plasma and
used by the army and navy medical departments, chiefly in combating traumatic shock.
Such shock frequently follows
severe injuries, loss of blood or
burns and is accompanied by an
alarming fall in blood pressure
and general collapse of the patient. Blood transfusion had been
the essential feature in shock
treatment.
New properties of blood were
Coach Predicts Greatest
then discovered. Their usefulness
Football Season In 1947 in a wide variety of diseases beRaleigh, N. C.—(JP)—'This year came revealec.
should produce the greatest footPlasma cm be preserved for
ball season on record, thinks cne year in the liquid I'.a'e.
Beattie Feathers, who is in his Better still, it can be frozen and
fourth year as coach of the kept at least three years. But,
North Carolina State Wolfpack.
best of all for modern military
"The day of defensive strategy use, it can v.e dried and later
is fast disappearing," says FVeath- dissolved in water. „Its life-giving
erSj " a n c i jt is the tendency to
power can. be held in dry form
lean more to outscoring op- for five years in intense heat or
ponents than toward playing a cold, and there is no need for
waiting game and letting the expensive, space-taking refrigerother team make the mistakes.
ators.
"Also, this is the last year for
On the basis that any beneficial
playing freshmen in some con- knowledge that can be gained
ferences and most of the schools from war should be turned to
will be exhibiting a lot of new the aid of all people in time of
talent," says Feathers, who hold6 peace, the Red Cross is embarkthe National pro Football League ing on its new program.
record of gaining 1,008 yards in
The Red Cross will seek an
a single season.
estimated ultimate peak of 3,700,000 blood donations annually.

Washington — (/P) — Ewan
Clague, director of the Bureau of
Labor Statistic*, said there is no
business recession in sight.
A predicted summer business
slump has been "postponed indefinitely," Clague said.
Referring to peak employment which remained above 60
million in July for the second
consecutive month, Clague told
a news conference:
"From my vantage point of
viewing employment and construction, I don't see anything
that will topple us over."
The director commented that
only a "complete collapse" of
the current high export levels
cOuld reduce present peak employment. Even if exports "fell
off drastically," he added, there
would not be a corresponding
drop in employment because "we
have a very resurgent domestic
demand."
This demand, he said, could
"absorb a large part, if not
of the difference."
Clague gave this explanation
in reply to a question whether
the Marshall plan for aid to
Europe is being counted on to
keep exports, and thus business,
at a high level, adding:
"Exports are now exceeding
imports by a very large volume.
Obviously this great excess of exports over imports can't be without some forms of loans abroad."
Asked what happened to the
predicted slump for this summer,
Clauge said "some people scheduled a recession for July, saying
that four million people would
be out of work. It's been postponed indefinitely."

7tM.J ^

Nebraska City, Neb. — (JP) —
Diapers hanging from a line outside the high school building
have had passers-by pulling short
for a second look this summer.
But they'll soon disappear.
Robert Kahler and hie family
will be moving out soon so the
schoolhouse "home" can revert
to the home economics rooms
for which they were intended.
The Kahler's, their
elghtmonths-old daughter and fiveyear-old son, unable to find
quarters, lived In the school
rooms while Kahler managed a
swimming pool during the summer.

Jamc« P. Beasley
^
•nd Mrs. ('.ill <'
n , ^ ^
N.sun street, wto arn,
I MA > * j
dents to win places o«
tinguished i at inn Ut at p
University for the »eeond2H
it is announced by the regiJJ ]

First Aid Class
Gets Its Victim
Morrisville, Vt. -

Iff) _

|

ing from a trip up Kin,ore mZ .
tain, group leader Richard I,, I
rence showed hi, 4-H d u J * f
how to bandage an m j ? 1
ankle.

A few minutes later them.!
put the first aid demonstrate
to good use. Lawrence 8prajJj
an ankle on the downward h j !

Bores Wardens
Boar Hunting
Monterey, Cafy.—<£")—Hunting
wild boar at night is definitely
out on Monterey peninsula, declare game wardens OWen Mello and Ellis Berry.
They are tired of hearing illegal deer hunters, who use powerful lights to blind deer at night,
claim they are hunting wild boar.
The wardens point to a section of the game code which forbids taking anything but predatory birds and aiympls at night.
The wild boar is not predatory.
Raccoons are, however, so its
still all right to go 'coon hunting
at night.

Tire Full Of Fish
Costs $200 Fine
' Vallejo, Calif. —
_ j.
man stuffs 50 undersized t;-,^
bass into a slit inner tube, faq'
is a p r e s u m p t i o n he known:

isn't legal.
. Thus reacted Judge Milo J^
as he fined Ernest Turner (2d
on

"undersized

the

and ovB.

limit" charge.

Boom Boomerangs
Richmond,

Va.—(ffV-Virm,'

spent $1,400,000 for rights of wj,
for h i g h w a y s last year. A. R
Pettigrew, chief engineer, said
costs w e r e excessive and fat
some p r o j e c t s were dropped btcause of excessive prices asked
by l a n d o w n e r s .

Mrs. M. Alice Rodgers returned to Paducah this week for
a visit to friends, after moving
here three years ago. Mrs. Rodgers was a resident of Paducah
40 years.
,

Princeton Lumber Co.

Phone 260

Princeton, Ky.

The Year's Best Radio-Phonograph Buy!
For sheer value we recommend this amaiing new G-E
radio-phonograph. Natural color tone r a d i o — cat-quidc
record changer that plays up to 12 records — the magic
of the new G-E Electronic Reproducer. You'll be entranced
by new beauties in even the most familiar records

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
er output equal to many
large console radio-phonographs • Beautiful modernistic w a l n u t cabinet
with durable lacquer finish.
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IF YOU USE

OUR POPULAR L A Y - A W A Y P L A N !
A

Small

Deposit

Holds

Your

Choice,

You Pay The Balance In Small Amounts.

A L L BOYS' W E A R

Choose

BOYS' FALL JACKETS
Were $7.95 — now

$3.95

BOYS' ZIPPER JACKETS
Were $8.95 — now

$4.95

BOYS' SLACK SUITS
Now . . . .
fjri
!

ft.

M

BENDIX
automatic

Home Laundry

$1.00

•1I

mt

oampoR/5
ClOTHfS"

ctfANS
ITSELF!

BOYS' SWEATERS
$1 and $2

AMD SAVES WATER...SAVES SOAf
i..SAVES CIOTHES...SAVES YOU

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS G O O D FALL MERCHANDISE
' AT THESE PRICES

|nrnkftomfio.
9 ksmsiinus \ J

fl

Y J

While

There

Is

Still A

THE COATS —
There are two exciting new silhouettes
for Fall . . . sweeping flare-from-theshoulder line, and the regal, figure
moulding princesse. See them interpreted in spicy, heady wine—in subtle shades
of brown and green, in pearly gray, in
ever-smart black. If you hew to the
classic line, you'll find a refreshing flair
in your favorite chesterfields and tailored
rtyles. Fabrics are exceptional—luxurious
wool suedes, coverts, fleeces and new
diagonal weaves. Come early while the
selection is complete! Sizes: Misses 12-18;
Junior 9-18; and Women's 38-44.
Priced from $16.98 to $39.98

Vi-Price

BOYS' SWIM TRUNKS

-J

Now,

Wide Selection From Which To Choose.

C L O S I N G OUT!

0M H yourself—the wonderful, work-free Bendix washing that has
mads hundreds of thousands of women ladies of leisure on washdays
—for nine years! There's no question about the Bendix. It's been proved
in un. See our demonstration—you'll see Bendix waahday miracles
galore! Conte in nowl

It. X .
Phone 88

Liisliy Co.

|]

Purdue Honor List

About 60 percent of Mexico's
population is of mixed Indian
and European descent.

Absolute

p

J a m e s P. Ifcanley

Diapers On Line
At High School

No Depression In
Business In Sight

Democrats To Have
Radio Rally Sept. 2

Federal Crop Coverage
Will Not1 Be Available
Next Year

J

Thursday, Auflu,t

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

THE SUITS —
Which of this year's wonderful suit styles
have you been longing to own? Is it a
swish new peplum style—an elegant cutaway—a long-line classic? You'll find
what your heart desires when you view
our wonderftil new Fall collection of
fashions straight from New York! Wait
'til you see the fine wool fabrics—silky
covert and gabardine—-the new stripes
and pin-vhecks—supple crepes, in smoky
hues borrowed from an Autumn sky. You
can make your selection now, making a
leisurely choice, and still keep within
your budget! The new longer lines will
flatter your figure whether you wear
Juniors, Misses, or Women's sizes.
Priced from $13.98 to $39.98
C. E. McGARY, Manager

REE I. r v r . r l HARDT. ( * * |

Princeton, Ky.
MMHsHi '
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IN CHURCH CEREMONY
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Dorothy

Mr.
Mrs Melvin Fralick
and son, ferry, recently returned
from a two weeks' vacation to
Chicago, 111., and points in Indiana.

Ann Davis

Testimony

The song that Summer sang to
me
Upon a lazy day
When all the world was fair and
free
Is in my heart to stay.
It held the fragrance of the hills,
The wonder of the rose,
The melody of laughing rills
That every pilgrim knows.
It caught the murmur of the sea,
Of water nymphs at play,
The evanescent melody
Of night that yields to day.
The song that Summer sang to
me
Is in my heart to stay.
—Sydney King Russell

McKinney - Barber
The wedding of Miss Agnes
McKinney and Mr. John Barber,
of Morganfield, took place at St.
Paul's Catholic Church Monday
morning, Aug. 25, with the Rev.
James E. Holflick, of St. Louis,
cousin of the bride, officiating,
assisted by the Revs. George
Boehmicke, pastor, Rev. John
Higgins, St. Vincent's, Rev. Joseph Spalding
and Rev. Mr.
O'Brien, Morganfield, also attended.
The bride, a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George McKinney, W.
Main street, chose for her wedding, a white slipper satin dress
of basque effect, with a train.
Her shoulder boquet was of gardenias and stephonitis, and her
finger-tip veil was adorned with
a tiara of seed pearls in the form
of orange blossoms. The bride
was given in marriage by her
father.
The bridegroom wore a white
morning coat with black trousers and a bow tie.
Mrs. Robert U. Kevil, who wap
her sister's matron of honor,
wore a gown
of dusty rose
moonbeam taffeta with a pink
garden hat. She carried a bouquet of sunburst roses.
Mr. Barber's best man was his
brother, Mr. Bill Barber, of Alaska, who wore a white morning coat with black trousers, and
a buttonaire. The bride's mother
wore a black crepe dress and
an orchid corsage.
The church was beautifully
decorated and the ceremony was
performed before an altar artistically arranged with white gladiolas and tuberoses, with white
tapers.
Ushers were John Height and
George McKinney and alter boys
at the mass were Masters Willard Mitchell and James R. Kevil,
nephews of the bride.
Mrs. Barber
has been employed in the office of the Cumberland Manufacturing Co., several years. The couple will make
their home in Morganfield, where
Mr. Barber is engaged in farming.

Jones - Woodall

The marriage of Miss Maggie
Ruth Jones, daughter of Mr. Wallace Jones, and Mr. Russell
Woodall, son of Mr. C. A. Woodall, took place Thursday afternoon, Aug. 14, in Hopkinsville.
Judge James E. Higgins performed the single ring ceremony
in the presence of Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. Bramlett.
The bride wore a dress of
white silk Jersey with white accessories, and her corsage was
of red rosebuds. The bridegroom
wore the conventional blue. Mrs.
Bramlett wore navy blue sheer
with white accessories and her
corsage was of pink rosebuds.
The bride is a graduate of
Farmersville High School and
attended Western State Teachers College, Bowling Green.
The bridegroom is a veteran
of World War II, with 39 months
service, 26 of which were overseas. He is employed as an insurance salesman here.
The couple Is at home at the
Bramlett residence, 312 Franklin street.

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harper,
Dawson Springs, on the birth of
a son, Johnnie Ray, August 8,
in Hopkinsville. Mrs. Harper is
th* former Glayds Lewis, of
Princeton.

Mrs. Diaue W. Satterfield and
guests, Mr and Mrs. Murray
Redborn, of Denver, Colo., were
guests of Mrs. King Howard, in
Paducah, last Wednesday.
Miss Anna Majors, Washington, D. C., is visiting her mother,
Mrs. W. E. Majors and sister,
Mrs. Ethel French, and family,
Highland Avenue. Miss Majors
was accompanied by her nephew, Joe Majors, of Cincinnati,
O., who is spending this week
here.

•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew! FreeHyland Yates, Chicago, 111., is
man, Jr., Fredonia, on the birth
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of a daughter, Judith Carol, Au- visiting
A. P. Yates, Madisonville street.
gust 14, at Princeton Hospital.
Mr. an^ Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Jr.,
Owensboro, spent last weekend
with his father, Hugh Cherry,
Sr., and Mrs. Cherry, and sister,
Mrs. Qrayson Harralson, and
family, West •Main
• •street.

Mrs. Ermel Pool Taylor and
daughter, Miss Charlotte Pool,
will leave today for Detroit;
Mich., to make their home. Charlotte, a graduate of Butler High
School, Class of 1947, will enter
Wayne University
• • •this fall.
Mrs. J. A. Eldridge, Phoenix,
Ariz., is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. P. Yates, and family, Madisonville street.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Kinney and son, C. F., of
troit, Mich., are visiting her
ter, Mrs. L. B. Sims and
Sims.

McDesisMr.

front August MADEMOISELLE

Yates - Mesaris

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Yates,
Madisonville street, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Mr. Edward Brown, Detroit, June, to M-Sgt. Joseph A. MeMich., spent last weekend with saris, Pittston, Pa. An early fall
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. wedding in planned.
Brown, West Main street.

OPENING
September 1

Martin Portrait Studio
Phone 872-J

Helena Rubinstein

amour

Photostatic copies

Family Groups

of Legal Papers

ESTROGENIC

CREAM

3.50
*A scientific preparation created for yon who
yearn to look younger. It contains estrogenic
hormones — the equivalent of a substance which
abundant in youth, but which decreases with the
years. Compounded under the close personal
supervision of this gTeat beauty authority —
Helena Rubinstein's Estrogenic
Hormone Cream will help you achieve
beauty for your skin by retarding
{T
the effects of aging. 30-night
supply. 3.50 Plut lam

and Commercials

isit us at our btudio on ca
Main St. (over Penney'sj

Princeton, Kentucky

HORMONE

Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store"
I

Cor. 9th & Virginia

QcMnGMteAk

'Princeton's Finest Department Store'
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R E L A X A F T E R SWIM WORKOUT — Marjorie Durant
(right), Los Angeles A . C. and Brenda Helser, holder of
the 100-meter free style title, relax, in Chicago, Aug. 21,
after working out in preparation for the National A . A . U .
Women's Outdoor Swimming Championships which will
be held in Chicago Aug. 22-23-24. Marjorie, who is 19, is
competing for the first time. (AP Photo)
as Boy Scout suppers, Todd
County School System class parties and banquets, Farm Bureau
meetings, holiday dances, church
suppers, Sunday School parties,
and even private parties such as
children's birthday parties where
room is needed for games.

PRICES

DON'T

Occasionally;we

INCLUDE

STOREKEEPING

"One of the finest possible projects recently begun at the Community House has grown out of
the enthusiastic hard work of the
Elkton Youth Fellowship, a nondenominational league of the
young people of all Elkton's
churches banded together for devotional and recreational purposes. They have transformed the
back lawn of the house grounds
into fine tennis courts, a badminton court and a volleyball
court.
"At pr»sent, members of the
Civic Club, a service group of
younger women, are going forward with their primary aim, the
redecoration and replacement of
equipment in some of the rooms
of the house. They are raising
their funds through serving Rotary luncheons, by public subscription, membership dues, and
social activities.
"Community House activity is
an ever-growing thing in Elkton; each year brings more improvement and growth."

FRILLS

point with pride to the way we keep~prices down,

keep,

quality up—to protect you against paying too much for what you buy.
We feel you want to know such things—they affect your pocketbook!
we don't want to sound boastful^because,

But

with the valuei we offer, we

can safely let t h e m talkjor us!

Luxurious "Bigness"
the New Coat Story
Coats are longer, fuller, with narrower
shoaldera «padded

to

follow

your

ehoulderline. Wonderful 1 0 0 % woolens
in luscious colors and black are used
generously in these completely N E W
Winter coats. You get lots of coat and
lots of value at Penney V .

Even the classics feel the
change! They're definitely
new with higher, larger collars . . . deep pleats . . . roomy
pockets. Choose from wool
coverts, flceces in solid colors,
or bold matched plaids.

Wonderful great coats with
young choir boy collars, deep
shoulder yokes, flared hacks
—some swinging out to 108".
Many have dctachablc hoods.
Superb woolens, new colors 1

W e of this store believe in religion and the church. W e urge everyone to attend the church of his choijje this Sunday and every Sunday
Being Methodist myself, I plan to be in our church Sunday, September 7,
for "Methodist-Go-To-Church-Sunday".

H. MERLE DRAIN, Manager.

Hay And Pasture
Good In Bullitt
Mike Brumley of Bullitt county told Farm Agent H. E. Rothwell that the first cutting of 11
acres of alfalfa produced 600
bales of hay weighing 45,000
pounds, or over two tons of hay
to the acre. It was seeded at the
rate of 16 pounds of alfalfa seed
and three pounds of orchard
grass to the acre.
Another Bullitt county farmer,
E. E. Laswell, has been pasturing 30 cows on 40 acres of orchard grass and lespedeza, Three
hundred pounds of phosphate to
the acre were applied when the
field was seeded last year. Weeds
and excess growth of grass were
mowed.
Five acres of sudan grass in
July supported 18 cows on the
farm of Russell Jenkins in Bullitt county.
Ernest Cornelison of Madison
county sold 28 twin lambs averaging 91 pounds for $25.70 a
hundred, making an income of
$46.78 a ewe.

Kitchen

A satisfying main diah for supper has cottage cheese and hard
cooked eggs for its main ingredients, thus supplying the protein
of a meatless meal. Mlsa Florence
Imlay, specialist in foods at the
UK College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, suggests this
recipe in which celery, cucumber nut* and pimento combine
with cheese and eggs to give a
tasty and colorful loaf.
COTTAGE CHEESE LOAF
1 tablespoon gelatine
y« cup cold water
2 cups cottage cheese
2 hard cooked eggs
1 tablespoon chopped onion
V4 cup diced cucumber
Vt cup chopped celery
Mi cup nuts
y« cup pimento
VA cup parsley
V* cup mayonaise
lMt teaspoon salt
Soften the gelatin in cold water and then dissolve it by setting the container in hot water.
Mix all other Ingredients and
add to the gelatin. Pour into a
mold greased with salad oil and
chill.
Menu: Cottage cheese loaf,
buter beans with crisp bacon,
corn pudding, spiced apples,
whole wheat rolls, butter and
watermelon.

BUREAU
•TON

SE1

WORKI;

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pic|j
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

W e pay all phone charges.

Everybody reads The Leader!

Storage

Whereas, believi

Arrange kitchen shelves so
that you can see what you want
at a glance and get it in one
motion. Store heavy dishes at
counter height with the lighter
ones above and below. To keep
down fatigue, try to keep Work
where it can be done with the
finger, wrist and forearm muscles. Plan carefully what to do
in order to keep down excess
motions.

Community;

memora

RADIO
Repair

and,

Whereas, deairii
nee by precept am
i the Ogden Memoi
tar monthly meeting
Resolves, that Si
bjr jet aside as a da
irocure the attendam
>f the Ogden Memor
September 7, 1947,
lethodist-Go-To-Chf
ire requested and ui
notion campaign unl
I. Lester McGee, to j
iered and that all M|
lerformance of theirj
Dr. W. L. Cash,
i. L Keeney, Mrs.
lummins, L. P. Hopi
t. W. Griffith, R. a
(illard Cummins, 1
harp, Harry Long, I
lash, B. N. Lusby, j

e

moment

your

All Makes
Service Guaranteed

PRINCETON
LUMBER C O .

we are receivn
Oil Heaters, G

S. Seminary St.
Phone 260

S A L S 3 U R Y SAL

Proud young Paradise fashions

Electric Two Ej

that keep him ever-proud of you!

Four Eye Laund

You've seen them in your
favorite magazines... start

A Hour* That't Clean

into Autumn's whirl with shoes

It My Objecth*—
With PAK-O-SAN

from our gay new collection.

As Disinftctivi!
As poultry flouring Mm* draws Mar,
b . sura to disinfect all kousus with Dr.
Salsbury's PAt-O-tAN. It's .m«l.nt ond
It's plMsont to apply—no "dippy" odor.
Try HI

A Modern
Disinfectant—•
Efficient

and Easy to Use

Wood Drug Store

ion*

611

Fine Shoes Fitted by X-Ray

Princeton,

"I'm as interested in hotel values
as in farm-implement values.
I get more value when I stay at
the Brown Hotel-it's better,
but not more expensive."
A

August 28, 1947
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FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor.
"Back to School" services will
be held Sunday morning at 11
o'clock. All children of school
age and all teachers have received a special invitation to be
present. The Vesper Singers will
occupy the choir loft and will
sing the anthem. Mr. Collins
announced that during the sermon he will Illustrate by blowing a brick off the pulpit. Roger
Lisanby will catch the brick.
Union services will be concluded Sunday nirfht with a communion service. A Joint choir
will sing two anthems and lead
the congregational singing. The
public is cordially invited.

jT BUREAU SETS
|NGTON WORKING
By Jane Eads
— The Budget BuIkhich controls the purse
I of the government's paylag its fingers in many of
Ejeral family's pies.
I bureau, besides recomLg to the President how
Coney should be necessary

I

m(!t0n

Tinceton, Ky,

• the government, sets a
•on the number of people
I iry to do the job and helps
IPS plan their work shifts.
I last is important. If all
1 8,000 federal employes in
I igton went to work at the
•time in the morning and
Kj off at the same time
levening, traffic and trans|on officials would get a
|he worth hanging in the
Ionian Institution.
• congestion in the downLea is bad enough as it is,
Lpital Transit Company op| more than 1,500 street|nd buses daily, and they
owded to the guards.
Budget Bureau confers
local transportation comand then works out its
jes with the agencies,
n the Bureau of the Bud^

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
7:30 Evening Worship.

T R A I N - A U T O M O B I L E C R A S H VICTIM — Five
Miller, 21, of nearby Johnston City, whose body
automobile and a Chicago Burlington & Quincy
111., (Aug. 2 4 ) The car was carried one fourth
stopped. ( A P Wirephoto)

persons were killed, including Joe
is between the tracks, when their
freight train collided near Herrin,
of a mile before the train could be

W h a t It Means:

Labors Wooing of Hello Girls
By Harold' Ward

Whereas, believing the Church to be indispensable to the
nmunity; and,
Whereas, desiring to foster and promote church attendE by precept and example; therefore, the Official Board
he Ogden Memorial Methodist Church, assembled in reguI monthly meeting on Tuesday night, August 5, 1947;
Resolves, that Sunday, September 7, 1947, be and is hereket aside as a day when special efforts are to be made to
lure the attendance of all Methodist families at the services
Bie Ogden Memorial Methodist Church on the said Sunday,
kember 7, 1947, which Sunday is hereby designated as
fcodist-Go-To-Church-Sunday, and all Methodist families
[requested and urged to enter enthusiastically into a proBon campaign under the leadership of the Pastor, the Rev.
Lester McGee, to the end that the day will be long remrtnkd and that all Methodist families will be stimulated to the
lormance of their full duty in attending all church services.
[Dr. W. L. Cash, Chairman; J. A. Creasey, Secretary; Dr.
L Keeney, Mrs. Fred Pickering, E. B. Chandler, K. R.
pmins, L P. Hopper, George Martin, Jr., Mrs. L. H. Lowry,
If Griffith. R. S. Sneed, Grayson Harralson, T. L. Amos,
lard Cummins, R. S. Gregory, Dr. C. H. Jaggers, E. L.
bp, Harry Long, Merle Drain, J. D. Alexander, Dr. Ralph
ki. B. N. Lusby, Frank Webb, and Howard York.

arrange

inter H e a t i n g
e are receiving a few Cast Cook Ranges, Fuel
il Heaters, Genuine W a r m Morning
ectric Two Element W a t e r

Heaters,

Heater, Two and

lur Eye Laundry stoves.

Fredonia, Ky

All of Our Field S e e d
Are Recleaned and Tested

RED CLOVER
O K L A H O M A ALFALFA
VETCH
RED TOP
BARLEY
RYE
WHEAT
ORCHARD G R A S S
BLUE G R A S S
WHITE CLOVER
LADINO CLOVER
INNOCULATION
FLAME THROWERS
BURNING

Th« man came back, fired a
shotgun blast into the bar. H e
missed.
Both 12-guage guns, too.

is

Washington — The "hello girl"
the center of a three-way

whirlwind courtship.
Labor unions—the CIO, AFL
and the independent Communications
Workers
of America
(CWA)—are wooing her furiously.
The CWA is the successor to
the National Federation of Telephone Workers, which staged
the nationwide strike in April.
After the strike, the NFTW
dropped its loose federation type
of organization and formed a
single industrial union. It is
headed by Joseph A. Beirne, the
strike leader.
Beirne lost some of his support after the walk-out, and the
CIO, confident it could move into
the telephone industry, set up a
Telephone Workers Organizing
Committee (TWOC).
The AFL's Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers also is out to
get everything that is not nailed
down.
Clerks, plant employees, maintenance men, equipment workers and installers—all are being
courted in one of the widest
scrambles for members since
steel, autos and rubber _ workers
were organized by the CIO in
the 1930's.
The CWA, in the field first,
has the inside track. It claims
161,669 dues-paying members and
says it represents 220,000 workers. That would be about half
of the eligible employes in the
vast Bell system.
Beirne and the CWA are out
to get the number up to at
least 250,000 dues-payers by their
convention time next June. They
are confident it can be done despite inroads made by both the
CIO's TWOC and the AFL's electrical workers.
The CIO's Ted Silvey and Allan S. Haywood are equally confident they'll win the industry
eventually. In the meantime
they have fixed their goal at a
modest 75,000 or 80,000 before
the Boston CIO convention, scheduled to begin Oct. 13.
President Daniel W. Tracy of
the AFL Electrical Workers, onetime assistant secretary of labor,

smiles sagely when questioned
about his activities. Already,
however, the Western Electric
Hawthorne plant at Cicero, 111.,
and an Illinois plant union in
Chicago,
with
nearly 20,000
members between them, have
voted to join Tracy's union.
The Maryland plant workers
union officers and executive
board have voted to recommend
IBEW affiliation to their 3,000
members, and the board of the
Maryland Telephone Traffic Union has recommended that its
3,000
membere
join
TWOC.
Both unions have elections on
the question coming up.
Up to now, the CIO TWOC
has no actual affiliate in the industry. But John J. Moran's
American Union of Telephone
Workers, including 20,000 long
distance operators and employes
of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. (parent firm of
the Bell system) has voted 5 to 3
to affiliate.
Some fighting is going on over
this move, however, especially in
Detroit, Cleveland, Washington
and Indianapolis.
Another Illinois union, the
Federation of Telephone Clerks,
with 2,000 members, has an-

nounced its intention of tying in
with TWOC, but decided to hold
off until the CIO has 500,000
members in the field.
The Western Electric Employes
Association with 20,000 workers
at Kearney, N. J., has deferred
action until after its fall elections, a CWA official said.
The association of Communications Equipment workers, whose
20,000 members^are scattered in
Western Electric plants and big
installation centers across the
country, are about to take a referendum. President Ernest Weaver and his executive board have
rcommended CIO affiliation.
Two other unions in the CIO
already have units in the telephone industry. One, the American Communications Association,
has 10,000 operators in northern
California and several hundred
long distance technicians up and
down the west coast. The United
Electrical Workers Union has 300
members in a Western Electric
manufacturing plant in St. Paul,
Minn.
The CWA is pushing 22 seperate organization drives in the
U. S. and Canada. Thirty-two of
the original 49 affiliates of the
NETW are signed up with CWA.

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
J. Lester McGee, Minister
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a. m.
Sermon by the pastor: J'The
Prodical Who Stayed At Home."
Youth Fellowship "Snack Dinner 6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship 7:30. Pageant
by the young people and sermon
by the pastor.

All city taxes are now due, and if not
paid by November 1, 1947, will be subject
to-o penalty of 10 percent.
All water bills become due the first of
each month, and are subject to a 10 percent penalty if unpaid after the

18th of

the month.
Avoid the penalty by paying early

Garland Quisenberry,

PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.

Collector

Likes His Job But
He'd Rather Work
Chicago — (JP) — A rookie
policeman was sent over to
Wrigley Feild, home of the Chicago Cubs, and kept himself
busy directing traffic at an intersection near the baseball park.
"What are you doing here?"
demanded
the
sergeant
in
charge. "You were assigned to
the box office."
"Yeah," the new cop shouted
above the traffic. " But there's
nothing going on there, and I
like to work."

Prescriptions

The plantation system of growing rubber was not established
until 1912, previous rubber supplies being obtained from wild
trees.
An era of great mechanical inventions was started by the invention of the shuttle by John
Kay in 1754.

Phone 611

Y o u can't get it by wire
A f t e r your home's on fire.

Where the Golden

Rule

Applies,

of Famous Airline>

Latest Styles in coats, plaids with hoods,
Chesterfields, Fitted Coats and flared from
the shoulders.
Ladies, Misses, Juniors and
Children.

( / o r split-second precision,
pilots everywhere depend
on B E N R U S watches.
BENRUS

Ins. Agency
Phone 54
117 W. Main St.

gives you

imart s t y l i n g ,

endur-

In a

i n g d e p e n d a b i l i t y and

pre-season

sale for 10

truly remarkable value.

days

only, we offer you
a 1 0 % discount on

L u c k y 7e
SALE!
Come in and look over the Bargains
of Our Sale.
CHISEL SET
S O C K E T SET
6 " PLIERS
C L A W HAMMER
S A W , 2 6 " - 8 point
FEDERAL SHELLS
SEAT C O V E R S
TIRE G A U G E
BATTERY CABLES
C O O K - KILL — Pt

Official Watch

88tf
$3.77
22$
$1.22
$3.65
$1.55 up
$4.95 up
77tf
53tf
690

all coats. This is an
opportunity

you

can't afford to miss.
Come in today and
WEBSTER -

a distinc-

tive watch with 15 jewel
movement,color of yellow gold.

select

your

while

the

coat
line

is

com

LADY CLAIRE - «*«
popularly Myled watch
with 15 jeweled movement, color o( pink gold.

You may use our
convenient
away

lay

-

plan —

a

small deposit holds
any coat.

FOR

OUT FENCE

ROWS

Me* UeM»« F«dtr»l T»r
Conv*mt*t Cr»d'rt T«rm»

In Hopkinsville It's

Home O w n e d
(Incorporated)

Dresses and Coats
in sizes up to 52

*Your credit is good
Use it!"

— _ _

Page Ton
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Friendship News

Fredonia News

Messrs. Euclid, Owen, J. B. sister, Mrs. J. R. Robertson.
and Charles Quertermous were
Mrs. J. Luke Quertermous recalled to Louisville Sunday night
turned to her home in Lexingon account of the death of their
aunt, Miss Florence Dixon. They ton, Sunday, after a visit with
attended funeral services there her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
M. Young.
Monday.
Mrs., Gladys Walker and son
Mr. Reed Brown has returned
from Excelsor Springs, Mo., Tommy, have returned to their
where he spent the last three apartment, after spending the
summer with her parents, Mr.
weeks in a hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil DeBoe and Mrs. M. R. DeBoe.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningand daughter, Patricia, have re
turned to their home In Colorado ham, Decatur, 111., spent last
Springs, Colo., after a visit of week with her parents, Mr. and
two weeks to his parents, Mr. Mrs. M. S. Lowery. They were
accompanied home by their
and Mrs. M. R. DeBoe.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fralick daughter, Suzanne, who spent
and son, Donald, were in Padu- the cummer with her grandparents.
eah last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Padueah, were the weekend and son, Ronald, Ft. Lauderdale,
guests of her parents, Mr. and Fla., are visiting her father, C.
*s
T. Henson, and Mrs. ftenson.
Mrs. C. T. Henson.
Mr. and Mrs. * Allen Fuller,
Mrs. Isabelle Yandell and son,
spent the weekend
Bruce, have returned to their Nashville,
home in London after a visit to with his mother, Mrs. Ambie
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al- Fu'ler.
Mrs.
George Jackson and
bert Walker.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. daughter, Judy, Evansville, spent
Charles Brockmeyer Jr., Satur- last week as guests of her sister,
day night were Mrs. J. Luke Mrs. V. E. Coleman, and Mr.
Quettcrmous, Lexington and Mr. Coleman.
SCREEN STAR CONGRATULATES MARGARET —
Mrs. Lucy Driver is in the
and Mrs. W. M. Young and Billy
Jeanette
Mac Donald (left), singing screen actress, conJennie Stuart Hospital, HopkinsSam Young.
Mrs. Anthony Hughes spent a ville, having undergone an oper- gratulates Margaret Truman at a reception for the President's daughter Aug. 23 upon her successful debut as a
few days last week in Marion, ation there last week.
Mrs. Ambie Fuller and Miss soprano soloist at Hollywood Bowl, Hollywood, Calif. (AP
visiting her son Charlie Hughes
and Mrs. Hughes. She was ac- Hazel Fuller have returned from Wirephoto)
companied home by her grand- Detroit, where they spent the
summer with Mr. and Mrs. Vir- and children, Cheryl and Rus- August 22. She had been presison, Charlie Bob Hughes.
Messrs. W. M. Young, Billy gil Fuller and Mr. and Mrs. Bud- sell, left Monday for their home dent of the society the last two
Sam Young and Malcom Boone dy Fox.
in Belvidere, 111, after spending years. In remembrance of her
Rev. and Mrs. James Walker
faithful service a handkerchief
made a business trip to Louisand children, Cheryl and Rus- two weeks' vacation with his shower was given during the soville Wednesday,
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora soll, Relvidere, 111., Mrs. Isabelle parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert cial period, with Mrs. W. M.
Young, vice-president, extending
Young returned from Owens- Yandell and son, Bruce, London, Walker.
The annual First Presbyterian regrets in behalf of the Society
boro Thursday afternoon after Mt and Mrs. Albert Walker and
spending a Week with their Miss Jime Belt were Tuesday Sunday School picnic was held of her going away and wishing
Jjrother, Polk Young, and Mrs. night dinner guests of Mr. and at Kuttawa Springs last Thurs- the Rev. and Mrs. Dilworth much
M.-s. I... A. Walker in Princeton. day noon.
Young.
success in their new field. ReBryan Norman, USN, has reJames A. Canada
returned freshments were served to Mrs.
Miss Rachel Turley is ill at
the home of her parents, Mr. turned to San Diego, Calif., after Saturday from 4-H Club camp
C. W. Dilworth, Mrs. J. Luke
spending last week with his par- in Murray.
and Mrs. Henry Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher Quertermous, Mrs. Jimmy LanMessrs. Herbert and Dan Al- ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Norman,
and children, Dorothy and Den- dis, Mrs. J. B. Sory, Mrs. W. M.
len returned to their home irt Marion Road.
Frank Harmon has returned nis, were dinner guests of his Young, Mrs. Charles Taylor, Mrs.
Nashville Sunday after a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris and home after spending 18 months mother, Mrs. Jennie Brasher, Florence Parr, Miss Imogene
in the Navy. He recently re- Sunday.
Wigginton, Mrs. Cecil Brasher,
Mrs. Essie Rucker.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore and Miss Dorothy Parr and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Whitt, turred from Japan where he
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy Dora Young.
Memphis, Tenn., were weekend spent several months.
Mrs. Allie Bugg returned home were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Honoring her sister, Mrs. B.
guests of her parents, Mr. and
from Mayfield Friday. She had Sheely Rushing in Sturgis Sun- D. Albritton, of Monroe, La.,
Mrs. John Butts.
Mrs. J. R. Robertson entertained
—Mrs. J. R. Robertson has been visited her brother, J. B. Black. day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse McMican
with a
quite ill at her home with a
Mrs. Rufus Atkins and daugh- Wednesday afternoon
and Miss Donna Wigginton re- ter, Margaret Ruth, Murray, are coca-cola party.
Present were
throat infection.
Prof, and Mrs. Guy Nichols, of turned to their home in Detroit visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ed Harmon Mrs. Elbert Beck, Miss Robert
Princeton, moved to the home kst week after spending several and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mel- Lee Beck, Mrs. Russell Yates,
Mrs. ton.
recently vacated by Prof, and days with her mother,
Mrs. Walton Woodall, Mrs. JusMrs. Hubert Jaco. They,will be Florence Parr, and other relaMrs. J. A. Bryant, Miss Lena tin Rogers, Mrs. Floyd Jones,
connected with the school here. tives.
Mae Bryant, Mrs. Paul Moore Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw, Mrs. MahMessrs. W. M. Young and Billy and daughter, Bonita, of Prince- lon Jackson, Mrs. Bill King, Mrs.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Walker and Miss Jane Sam Young were in Indianapolis ton, Mrs. Coy Moore and Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer Jr., Mrs. B.
Belt Sunday were: Rev. and Mrs. lual weekend on business.
Lee Burklow were luncheon D. Albritton and Mrs. Robertson.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Seldon
James Walker and children,
The Ladies Aid of the CumCheryl and Russell, Belvidere, rnd sons, Kenneth, and Edwin, McElroy Saturday.
berland Presbyterian church met
111., Mrs. Leonard Guess, Crider, Gloves Center, spent Saturday
The Missionary Society of the at the home of Mrs. Aubrey
and Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hillyard. n;g.it as guests of he£ sister, Mrs. First Presbyterian church met Litchfield. Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. B. D. Albritton, Monroe, James Tabor, and Mr. Tabor. Mr. with Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett Fri- During the soiial hour delicious
La., has concluded a visit to her Met re became ill Saturday night, day afternoon. Mrs. John Luke refreshments were served to
and was taken to the I.C. Hos- Quertermous, of Lexington, gave Mrs. J. P. Baker, Mrs. Smith
pital in Padueah Sunday morn- the devotional. Mrs. C. W. Dil- Lowery, Mrs. Malcom Blackburn,
Genuine
ing 'for observation.
worth was leader of the program Mrs. Ruble Akridge, Mrs. Essie
" B I R D S E Y E " Diapers
Mrs. W. M. Young and Mrs. and Miss Imogene Wigginton, Rucker, Mrs. T. N. Fuller, Mrs.
$2.35 doz.
by prepaid parcel post. Pull size,
Sam Howerton visited Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and Mrs. W. J. D. Bugg, Mrs. Chester Miller,
27x27, hemmed, lnperfecta of finMrs. C. Y. Williams in Russell- M. Young gave interesting ar- Mrs. Euclid Quertermous, Mrs.
est BJrdseye. Limit, 2 don.
Southern C a l e s C o . , Dept.
APN,
ville Sunday and Monday.
ticles. Mrs. C. W. Dilworth of- Noble Paris, Mrs. Russell MelP. O. Box 2029, K n o x v i l l e , T e n n .
Rev. and Mrs. James Walker fered her resignation, effective ton, Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Mrs.
Paul West and Mrs. Dave Perkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis McCracken and sons, Larry and Denny,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West and
daughter, Kay, Mr. and Mrs.
Malcom Blackburn and daughter, Janet, and Mr. and Mrs.

(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwrlght)
Mr. and Mrs. George Gallagher and Miss Mary Lou White
were shopping in Nashville last
week.
Mr. Dewey Chambliss of Chicago was here a few days last
week. He was accompanied home
by his wife who. had been visiting here for the last month.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Berkley,
of Princeton, visited Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Berkley Sunday.
Several from this community
attended the home-coming at
Pleasant Grove church Sunday.
Mrs. William
Thomas,
of
Evansville, Ind., has been visiting relatives, here and attending
the revival at Pleasant Grove
church.
Rev. Paul Hall, pastor of the
Princeton Church of Christ has
closed a very successful meeting
at Cross Roads Church. There
were 16 additions.
Mr. and Mra. Huel Teasley
and daugh^r,
of West Point,
were here last week for a few
days' visit to their parents, Mr.
and Mrs, Richard Pickering and
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Teasley
of Cedar Bluff. Mr. and Mrs.
Teasley have returned from a
stay in New Mexico for the
benefit of their little daughter's
health.
The ice cream supper at the
Orange store last Friday night,
sponsored by Hart School pupils
and their teacher. Miss Viola
Burton, was well attended and
was a success throughout. Proceeds will be used for repairs
on the school building.
Everett Stewart and family
of Cerulean Springs were guests
of Otho Storms and family Sunday afternoon.
Miss Margaret Lee English is
recovering from injuries she
Ray Blackburn enjoyed a picnic
dinner at Pennyrile Park, Dawson Springs, Sunday.
The Young People's Organization of the Cumberland Presbyterian church enjoyed a picnic
on the church lawn Friday night.
Present were Rev. Charles Hendrix, McKenzie, Tenn., Rev. J.
D. Phelps, Marion, Margaret Atkins, Murray, Betty Jean Burton,
Donna Quertermous, Ted Feagan,
Richie Burton, Wanda Phelps,
Phillip Phelps, Ruby Jean Baker, Joyce Nell Baker, Sue Blackburn, Joan Bugg, Sue Blackburn,
Joan Bugg, Hazel Fuller, Dorothy Brasher, Bonnie King, Nancy
Phelps, Evelyn Riley, Messrs. Arnold Wigginton, Charles Thomas
Vinson, Gerald Rogers, Don Rogers, Charles Dean Akridge, Marion Phelps, Jimmy Riley, Donald
Hess, Herbert and Dan Allen,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Quertermous, Mr. and Mrs. Paul West,
Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Blackburn,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller and
son, Danny and Mrs. Euclid
Quertermous.
Mr. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar,
Bowling Green, and Mr. and
Mrs. William McElroy, Princeton, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Hillyard Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice and
son, Dick, have returned from
a week's tour through southern
Tennessee. They visited Lookout mountain and other places
of interest.
Rev. James Walker delivered
an irtspiring message in the First
Presbyterian c h u r c h Sunday
morning.

A few precautions kept in
mind during the canning season
will make lt poiiible to avoid
burns and explosions, says Mrs.
Pearl Haak, canning authority
at the UK College of Agriculture
and Home Economics. 1. Have
the temperature of the water
bath or pressure canner about
the same as that of food in the
filled Jars ready for processing.
2. Use jar lifters or tongs, rather than a towel or hot pan holder, In removing processed Jars.
3. Before tightening lids on jars
after processing, wrap the jar
completely with several folds of
cloth.

at FORBES
Electric Razors

Tobacco Knives

Electric Hot Plates

Tobacco Spikes

Dust Sprayers

Water Coolers
Harvest Kegs

Steel Fence Posts

Thermos Jugs

Poultry Netting

Thermos Bottles

Step Ladders

Kitchen Scales
Aluminum Dish Pans

Barrel Sprayers

White Dish Pans

Hay Forks

Pressure Canners

Hay Rope

Presto Cookers
Cast Iron Skillets

Barn Tracks
Pitch Forks

Armour's Fertilizer

SuJa and Zliya Noll

HARDWARE
CO.
(Incorporated)
Tenth and Virginia Ste.
Phone 1401
Phone 332
Listen to Forbes Farm News—Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
Over WHOP at 12:00 Noon
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225 Acres at Fredonia; one large 8-room house
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DOTS CAFE & DRIVE-IN
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new
Fall

season
dresses

. . Side draped, poufed and
free swinging styles . . . elegantly done
manner.

in

the

smartest

Well worth a

Hardware Cloth
Wheel Barrows

Lunch Kits
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AUCTION
SERVICE

Pressure Sprayers

Electric Irons

Smartly suited for Day to Date wear; artful simplicity —
Knowingly balanced by masterful line and R e t a i l luxury cavalier
covert — Other styles as attractive — Coats in all-purpose styles
and fitted models.

We wish to thank you for
your sincere sympathy and aid
given us in the loss of our loved
one, Mozelle Myers, and we are
very grateful to know we have
so many true friends that sympathize with ua in our troubles.
J. W. Myers
Mrs. Eugene Robards
Mrs. Mary Williamson
ltc

received in a fall a few weeks
ago.
•
Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell
and son, Gaydon, were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleaton Hale
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCormick and family spent the day
last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Denzil Orton.
Mr. and Mrs. Lauren Price
have returned to their home in
Tennessee, after a week's visit
to Mr. and Mrs. John McCormick and family.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Cook were
visitors at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Omer Cook and Mr. and
Mrs. Bailey Corley Sunday.
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jdents Urged
lo Apply Now For

Dr Donovan issued the followsUtement regarding admisLast fall it was necessary for
to discourage many students
^n all parts of Kentucky who
yd to enroll in the UnlverL ol Kentucky. There simply
Lje not sufficient housing and
her facilities to take care of
li; who wanted to enter at
at time.

ousel

pWhen the F a l l quarter opens
Ltember 24 o f this year, the
Adversity will be in a much betf position t o handle the large
prollment expected. Housing
Lditions
have
been
eased
trough erection of temporary
L permanent residents halls
td acquisition of others; classn, laboratory, and dining families have b e e n augmented by
[ection of n u m e r o u s temporary
ifldings, a n d the University
aching 6taff has been enlarged.
"Any student desiring to enter
t University this fall should
|rite immediately to the regisIrar. University of Kentucky,
Islington "

WHOSE BOSS? —Mrs. Jewel
Lewis,
life insurance agent,
elephones a Iriend after police jailed
her husband on
charges of carving his initials
on her thigh and beating her
for eight hours to show who
was boss, in Jacksonville, Fla.
(AP Wirephoto)

Crop Yields Upped
By Soil Treatments

Children under 15 years of age
are not permitted to visit patients on the wards of Veterans
Administration hospitals in Ohio,
Michigan, and Kentucky, without permission of hospital auth<*:ties, officials of the VA's
tri-state Branch Office In Columbus (O) emphasized today.
The order applies to general
medical and surgical, tuberculosis and neuropsychiatric hospitals.
In case of neuropsychiatric patients, children under 15 are not
permitted on the wards unless
the visits are considered of therapeutic value in the treatment
of the patients.

G l Insurance Payable
By Pension Deduction
Veterans may authorise the
Veterans Administration to deduct National Service Life or
U. S. Government Life Insurance
premiums from their disability
pensions, compensation or officer retirement benefits which
are paid by VA.
Insurance officials at the VA's
Ohio-Michigan-Kentucky Branch
Office in Columbus (O) today
explained that the deduction
provision affords veterans receiving such benefits a simple
and safe method for paying insurance premiums. The amount
of the benefits must be sufficient
to cover the monthly premiums.

Farmers who attended the
summer meeting at Experiment
Station fields at Berea, Fariston,
Greenville, Mayfield and Campbellsville saw crops which indicated the value of limestone and
fertilizer treatments.
Corn yields on these fields
have been incrased from 15
bushels to the acre, where there
was no land treatment, to 77
bushels where manure, limestone
and phosphate were applied.
Wheat yields went from two
bushels an acre to 16 bushels, as
the result of soil treatment, and
Eligible veterans desiring to
hay production jumped from take advantage of the insurance
| A two-year-old child's dress 1,466 pounds to 5,417 pounds to payment plan should contact
their nearest V A office.
]ith bonnet t o match, made from the acre.
World War II veterans also
Without
treatment
the
soils
at
ed sacks, w o n a homemakers
tub style s h o w in Bath county. these experimental fields are de- are advised that they have until
| William M. Millikan of Mc- ficient in phosphorus and too next Jan. 1 to reinstate G. I. inracken county has entered 162 acid to grow clover and alfalfa surance (term plan) without a
res of trees, mostly white oaks, successfully, say3 the report of physical examination by certifying they are in as good health
the Experiment Station.
i the state forestry contest.
as when their insurance lapsed
and by payment of two monthly
premiums.

Standard Protection
MARK CUNNINGITAM, Agent
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market St.

Phone 81

A yield of 1,800 pounds of seed
from 2y« acres of Kentucky 31
fescue is reported by Tommy
Montgomery
o f
Washington
county.
The Clarkan variety
gave
highest yields in several kind6
of wheat grown in Logan county.

The Opening of the New

DINING ROOM
Friday Night, Aug. 29th
Favors For Everyone

Spread Four Leaf, Spring,
Summer, Fall or Winter . . .
on clover and alfalfa fields,
and on fields you'll seed to
clover or alfalfa. All your
crops will benefit and you'll
be
permanently
improvingyour soil! Phosphorus in this
powdered rock phosphate form
works into the ground and
doesn't leach out. You'll get
increased yields, you'll increase the value of your farm
. . . and at a small cost!
Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

H O R S E S H O W — T h s best show horses in
•he country will perform.

•

C O U N T Y E X HI • I TS— Kentucky's natural,
industrial snd agricultural resources.

•

L I V E S T O C K — T h « finest purebred
stock in Kentucky and th« nation.

•

F A R M M A C H I N E R Y — Th* largest .«hlblt
in Fair history, showing newest equipment.

„

W O M E N ' S D E P T . — Back in all its pre-war
glory, featuring household crafts snd craftsmanship.

e M 4 M BLOfl.—Exhibits of lasting Interest,
including horticulture, household appliances,
etc.. U. S. Dept. of Agriculture exhibit oft
modern-day farm life.
kind all member,

of the family will en/oy-
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electricity
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only
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years ago.

For Your Future W e l f a r e . . . Here's How—
the last 12 years, while Kentucky

During

Utilities Company

was bringing the cost of electricity down and down to where
you now get twice as much for youi

money, it was also bring•

ing additional benefits to Kentucky. *

$77,295,250
of K. U.'s income was poured into the economic
structure of our state and nation*

Into Kentucky—for its homeland schools9 its roads and bridges,

$ 2 5 , 2 9 4 , 3 2 2 in salaries
and wages to employees—
and they in turn spent much

not'counting payroll or reg«

for Kentucky miners and

ular; maintenance.

railway employees.

$20,457,092

of it locally^

local,

state, and federal taxes.

$ 14.216,U2 lrtoour o W .

$ i ; 3 4 i ; 7 2 0 in retire-

ers: Preferred stockholders,

ment funds and insurance

5,731 of whom live in Ken-

—voluntary contributions

tucky, £jot

to employee welfare.

Sll,253,882;

During that same period, we have saved

the

people of Kentucky $15,6 4 8 , 8 8 7 by permanent reductions in electric rates.
This figure would be even

addition, we used

higher if the tremendous

2,979,320 tons of Kentucky

increase in the use of

for new

coal—hundreds of thou-

electricity during these

construction in Kentucky—

sands of man days of work

years was included.

In

KENTUCKY

purthoM of IIWM ontl

ODHT nudi.

You II

UTILITIES

COMPANY

I I C O I T O I 1 T I B

IAt# ovr quick* friend*

1300 Men and Women Whoaa Job la To Serve You

•r.

Better

Open Thursday Afternoons

And you'll have a lot of fun at th* fair. to«, th*
spend Stat« Fair Il eek in

Rings are arranged for five and three gaited and fine harness, Tennessee walkers, plantation and pleasure classes, boy and girl riders
and three and five gaited ponies.

We believe these figures will show that our company is one of the stttUT* important
industrial assets. Not ojily our industry, but all tax-paying, business-managed, job-pro*
aiding industries deserve fair play and encouragement from all the people

liv*

sy,

Flan to

; /

Leader I

"Princeton Always Has
A Good Horse Show"

*">.ice a, much

$15,986,095

pageantry

•

The

September 1 and 2, 1947

Pendable

$2,962,139.
. . romance . . .

reads

Princeton Horse Show

Y o U r

Common stock holders got

for color.

Yale University is the third oldest institution of learning in the
United States.

Everybody

Attend the

HELD BY RUSSIANS — Pfc.
Gerald K. Geffen (above) son
of Mrs. Anna Geffen,
Port
Chester, N. Y., is one of the
three U. S. soldiers who have
been held by the Russians in
northern Korea since Aug. 12,
despite official American proests, Army intelligence officers
in Seoul, Korea, disclosed Aug.
20. (AP Wirephoto)
foodstuffs display showing types
of balanced diets and well-planned meals.

lows: Sept. 15, Roy Gray, Fleming county; Sept 16, R. E. Stephenson and Son, Grant county;
Sept. 17, Charles Roberts, Pulaski county; Sept 18, H. P. Smith,
Larue county, and Sept. 19. J. I.
Lester, Lyon county.

its playgrounds fparksxand.civic functions—we paid:

Write to . . .

Crofton, Ky.

The third annual series of
banker-farmer meetings will be
held in Kentucky in September
under auspices of the Kentucky
Bankers Association, with the
co-operation of the Cleveland
und St. Louis Federal Reserve
Banks and the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics.
Meetings will be held on farms
w h e r e approved soil-building
practices have been applied and
where good livestock is being
raised. National and local bankers will be represented by W. C.
Johnstone and E. J. Nesius.
Schedule of the meetings fol-

Wedding

Sentimental records as wall as
photograph albums are popular
today among British brides and
bridegrooms who are having
their "I do's" placed on disks.
One London
photographer attends three or four weddings a
week with microphones and a recording van is as much a part
of his equipment aB his trusty
camera.

TODAY

Veterans entering school for
the first time this fall under
terms of the G. I. Bill must submit proof of dependency to the
Veterans Administration in order
to receive $90 monthly subsistence allowance payable to those
with dependents.
Veterans without dependents
are entitled to $65 monthly.
VA Branch Office officials in
Columbus (O) said it is to a
veteran's advantage to 6ubmit
evidence with his application for
education or training.

Y o u Can Spread Four Leaf
A t A n y Time of the Y e a r !

Announces

Record

On FOUNDATIONS Like .This • • •

two-day 4-H and Utopia
club fair was held in Boone
county.
Graves
county homemakers
clubs are assisting in a countywide health program.

Indiana Tavern

Highway 41

SENATOR BILBO DIES—Senator Theodore G. Bilbo (above)
of Mississippi,
died in New
Orleans (Aug. 21) at the age
of 69. The master of sharptongued oratory and champion
of white supremacy succumbed to a long illness. His death
left the question of whether
he was entitled to his third
term seat in the senate unanswered. (AP Wirephoto)

Advise Student Vets
On Dependency Status

n.bM Capital Stock
Company Insurance

Meetings Scheduled
For Bankers, Farmers

Louisville, Aug. 28 — More
than 150 exhibitors have reserved space in the Merchants &
Manufacturers Building for the
1947 Kentucky State Fair, to be
held September 7-13, at Louisville.
Exhibitors will include Louisand industrial plants and many
ville's major department stores
out-of-town manufacturers. The
homeowner or p r o s p e c t i v e
home-owner attending the Fair
will find many exhibits of particular interest.
Farmers will see exhibits of
portable saws for sawing trees,
exhibits of feed manufacturers,
demonstrating the profitable and
increasing use of grain products
and farm feeds for balancing
farm rations. The Burley Tobacco Co-op. Ass'n will have an exhibit illustrating the ways in
which farmers can benefit from
co-op activities.
An REA exhibit will feature
the expansion of the rural electrification program and its effect on modern-day farm life.
There will also be an exhibit of
lightning rods for the protection
of farm homes, barns, and other
buildings.
Food companies have taken
space in the M&M Building and
homemakers will see a completer

Restrict Children In
VA Hospital Visits

' Lexington. Aug. 26 — All KenAV students wishing to attend
' university of Kentucky this
1 are urged by President 11. L.
novsn to write to the Univeryty registrar without delay.
Fill quarter registration opens
jeptember 24, and a recordenrollment of more
king
7 000 students is expected.
rtober 2 is the last enrollment

, „f new students:
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150 Exhibitors
Ready For Fair

Admission To U. K.

*0f
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THE MORE y o u USE ME THE LOWER MY HOURLY WAGE

.
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Water Pressure
Claimed loo Low

Things

Ar% Looking

Up

TOO Citizens Present
Petition To Council
Monday Night

How to increase the City's water pressure and prevention of
motorists chasing the fire truck
precipitated considerable discussion at Monday night's Council
meeting, attended by all Councilman and the Mayor.
The water pressure discussion
after presentation by R. H. Hart
of a petitioh, bearing names of
more than 100 patrons residing
on Madisonville and Center
streets and the Dawson road,
and stating since the Wamorcham
Laundry has been in operation,
"the water supply is inadequate
and at times will not flow from
a faucet."
The petition requested "a water line at least four inches in
size" be installed on Madisonville and other streets.
The discussion revealed the
City's line is already four inches
in size nearly to the city limit
on the Dawson Road, and that
some other remedy is necessary,
such as elevating the water
tank or building a new tank on
Hogan's Hill.
Enforcement of the ordinance
prohibiting following the fire
truck, or creating a hazard at
the scene of a fire, was occasioned by a traffic jam which
interferred with firemen in fighting a blaze a few night ago,
when a small residence on Plum
street, belonging to J. H. McLin
and occupied by Jim Ferrell, was
destroyed.
The Police Department was
instructed to enforce provisions
of the ordinance which forbids
following the fire truck, or parking at the scene of a fire at a
distance of less than 400 feet.

f

mi'

4t9m
'i

'

Midshipman Lisanby Home
Midshipman James W. Lisanby arrived Tuesday night from
Annapolis, Md., where he is attending the U. S. Naval Academy. He will visit his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
Eda^ville Road.
U.K. Group Honored
The University of Kentucky
chapter of Phi Beta, women's
music and speech society, for
the second time has received the
national gavel, highest annual
award given by the organization

Members of the Youth Division the the Methodist Church
School and the Youth Fellowship
group will be treated to a "Backto-School-und-Church" snack dinner Sunday night at 6:30 o'clock
in the Social Hall, J. A. Creasey,
secretary of the official board,
announces.

—This youngster assumes a
wistful pose as she holds a
glass of milk and two rolls
6fter landing in Haifa, Palestine, Aug. 21, from Cyprus internment camp. She was one
of 500 Jewish orphans allowed
to enter Palestine under legal
immigration quota. After medical examination at Athlty, orphans will be transferred to
different Jewish homes and
settlements in Holy Land. (AP
Wirephoto by Staff Photographer James Pringle)

Scattered Rains
Help Late Corn

Drought In Midwest
Finally Broken, Cutting
Big Losses

Scattered rains which have
fallen in some sections near here
the last several days have done
much to relieve the drought,
greatly benefiting late corn,
farmers reported Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Temperatures fell
here Monday night, when there
was a fine prospect of rain in
Princeton, but only a light shower fell here.
Rains Come To Parched
Corn Belt Of Midwest
Chicago, (AP) — Rains came
to the parched corn fields of the
Midwest over the week end,
checking a fifteen million bushel
a day loss which corn has suffered since the start of this
month.
Moisture broke the drouth
throughout the main corn belt
from Indiana to Nebraska, and
it was accompanied by relief
from the searing heat which
had punished the corn crop since
July. Parts of the northwest and
southwest grain territory also
received rain.

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Will Continue Their

A u g u s t Sale
For the benefit of those Veterans who intend to
buy furniture with their terminal pay.

U n t i l S e p t . 10th
Sale definitely over on this date.

Attention Veterans!
Ordinarily our August Sale would be over

I

I

Aug. 31st.

But due to the fact that many of

you are planning on buying home furnishings

The Youth Fellowship will resume its regular Sunday night
meetings after a summer vacation In cooperation with Union
services. Officers will be elected
for the new conference year and
committees set up. Mrs. J. Lester McGee will be the counselor
for the new year.
The dinner meeting, to which
every Methodist youth has received an invitation, will inaugurate a series of "Snack Dinner"
meetings to be held every Sunday night.
Mrs. T. L. Amos will serve as
chairman of the meal committee.
The youth group takes in intermediates and young persons
between the ages of 12 and
23 years.

Methodist Men's
Members* and friends of the
Methodist Men's Club of Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church will
be treated to a "Goin'-In-TheHole Chicken and Watermelon
Dinner" Friday night at 6:30
o'clock in the Social Hall of the
Church.
Since it is the last meeting in
this Conference year, the club is
going all-out in its effort to make
this the largest and best dinner
meeting of the year, Fred Jake,
president, said. Representatives
of all women's organizations of
the church, led by Mrs. Fred
Pickering, will prepare and serve
the meal.
A short program, built around
t h e theme Methodist-Go-To Church-Sunday, has been arranged. All Methodist men have
been invited to attend and bring
friends.

Dade Park Meet
Is Nearing End

8-Race Program Monday, Labor Day, Will
Close Season

Dade Park, Aug. 26 — The 26day Summer racing meet of the
Dade Park Jockey club is drawing to a close. The eight-race
program Monday, Labor Day,
September 1, will end the season for this Western Kentucky
racing establishment. Post time
for the first race will continue
at 2 o'clock for the remainder of
the meeting, with seven races
being carded daily and eight
Saturday and Labor Day.
Saturday's program will be
featured by the A. M. Fisher
Handicap. This race is named for
Miss Anna M. Fisher, secretary
to James C. Ellis, president and
general manager of the Dade
Park Jockey club, and will be
for a purse of $1,500. This race
is for two-year-olds and will be
contested over the six furlong
route. The leading juveniles
quartered at the track are being
pointed for this event as it is
the only $1,500 purse offered
during the meeting for the "babies of the turf."
The "get-away" card Labor
Day will be highlighted by the
Labor Day Handicap. This race
is open to three-year-olds and
upward over the 1% mile route
for a purse of $1,500. Thoroughbreds that like to go the distance
are being trained for this handi
cap.

SHEET Blankets 70x95.
Federated Store.

CONVICT S A V E S B O Y — E d Byars, identified by Deputy
Warden C. L. Studdard as a convict serving a life sentence for murder at a Fulton county work camp, holds
Johnnie Lassiter, 2, son of a camp truck driver, whose
life he is credited with saving by the warden. Byars revived Johnnie by artificial respiration after the child's
mother (left) pulled him from a fish pond near Atlanta,
Ga. (AP Wirephoto)

Most '48 Cars Are Not
Due Before Mid-Year
(BY

AXOCIATEO

PRESS)

Detroit — There will be some
new model automobiles around
the start of 1948 but many will
be delayed until well into the
year; it may be mid-year before
all manufacturers have their
next models on display; it will
be even later before the supply
catches up with the demand.
This is the thinking in many
trade quarters right now and,
while it is subject to change on
short notice, there is nothing in
the present outlook to indicate
any major deviation from that
program.
Many industry experts see
some of the so-called independents—Nash, Hudson, Packard and
Studebaker—as first out with
new models; some may come before the current year's end. Soon
thereafter Kaiser-Frazer may decide to swing over to its 1948
models.
Next to appear, the trade authorities believe, will be some
of the General Motors' cars, with
Buick and Pontiac probably
leading tHe way early in January.
On the basis of new tool and
die equipment activities to date
the new Chrysler and Ford cars
should not appear until further
into the year. Chrysler has not
even hinted at new model plans;
Ford has said its new Ford will
be ready "after the first of the
year."
Ford is understood to be planning to introduce its new Mercury and Lincoln cars as well as a
complete line of new trucks before the new Ford models are
brought out.
Ford has said the 1948 cars
will be new "from bumper to
bumper and from wheels to
roof," but few of the other manufacturers have made any such
assertions concerning their next
models. All will have style
changes, of course, but the extent
of the engineering advances to
be made, still is regarded as uncertain.
Insofar as demand for new automobiles is concerned the industry has no need for radically redesigned cars; if it were to make
no alterations whatever it still
would sell—without effort—all
the vehicles it could produce

through 1948.
The Ford plan to bring out a
1948 model—as different from the
present model as the model A
was from the model T—undoubtedly is related to the Ford-Chevrolet battle for top place in production and distribution.
There .is no secret about the
Ford plans, excepting as to details; Henry Ford II, his sales
heads and other officials of the
Ford organization, have reiteratquency at conferences with retailing groups throughout the
ed them with increasing freeountry. What Chevrolet may be
planning to meet the Ford challenge, however, still remains a
closely guarded secret,
tahens.

Princeton Blues Win
From Eddyville 23 To 7

$1.98.
ltc

MAN WANTED — For Rawleigh
business in Princeton, Eddyville,' Dawson Springs and
Marion. No experience or capital necessary. Sales easy to
make and profits large. Start
immediately. Rawleigh's, Dept.
KYH-891-190, Freeport, 111. 3tc
WANTED—First class mechanic.
Apply at Mitchell Implement
Co. Phone 242.
ltc
SEWING MACHINE and Radio
repair work. All work guaranteed. James N. Glass, 202
Dollar St. Phone 804-J.
ltp
FOR SALE: Five 700x17 tires.
Katharine Garrett. Phone 40.
ltp

Sales on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday were fully
steady with last week, it was
reported by Brad Lacy, manager. Total sold was 900 head.
Baby beeves topped at $24; No.
1 veals, $24; and hogs, $27.50.

Crider Baptists To
Begin Revival August 30

A revival will begin at Crider
Baptist Church August 31 and
will continue through September 7, it is announced this week
by the Rev. Shirley Debell, pastor. Services will be held twice
daily at 10:30 and 7:30 o'clock,
with the Rev. Fred Wood, evangelist, preaching. The public is
invited.
The Mayan Indians were proficient as wood-carvers, potters,
and weavers.

SEE our special bargain counter.
Federated Store.
ltc

your needs at the very lowest price possible in
this way, we can now serve you in a way and
show our appreciation.

W e have arranged on

SONETTES
Moisture Proof
No Caking

by
the
Madisonville
School,
a c c o r d i n g to

76
Tr»
an

aouncement made by Carl ul
Policy, din-ct'.r. K,>rty-Slx C j J |
v e t e r a n s are currently T l

well

rolled at the school.
|
, Mr. Polley in discuwing J
service of the Madisonville^
School, said it had been aMioul
the task of inspecting and »
pervising all on-the-job pr,gria
for veterans in the 11 count*!
including apprenticeable tr»
Standards for such apprenua
training must be registered will
the State or federal apprentice

Week!

You Are Invited to Give Us A Trial.

FOR SALE: Six-room house;
506 Maple Ave. Phone 726-W.
2tp

Lowery's Service Station
PETE LOWERY, Mgr.
(Old Ball Park)

West Main St.

SNAX CARAMEL

CORN

bag

ROASTED, IN THE SHELL,

PEANUTS

bag

SWEET

PICKLES

22 oz. jar

PEANUT, FULL QUART

BUTTER

32 oz. jar

FRENCH, COLLINS,

DRESSING

6 oz. bottle

SOUR, WHOLE,

PICKLES

32 oz. jar

SWEETENED FLORIDA

ORANGE JUICE

46 oz. can

5c
5c
39*
43C
10c
29c
25c

POPPED, READY TO EAT,

CORN

bag

ZION

FIG BARS

16 oz. pkg.

IN TOMATO SAUCE

SARDINES

8 oz. can

SALAD, QUEEN ANNE,

DRESSING

16 oz. jar

LADY BETTY

%

»
20(
»

iVf

12
1? oz. |ar
iar 1/2*

POTATO SALAD
NU MAID

OLEOMARGARINE

„ 1%

GRAPEFRUIT, TEXSUN

JUICE

46 oz. can

No. 2 can

10c

PICNIC SUPPLIES

WEEKEND

body who can size up my needs and pre-
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many hard to get items to give the Veterans

scribe

MUTTON

priority during these remaining days of the sale.

needs perfectly! —
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Ib.
BACON,

JOHN E. YOUNG
INSURANCE AGENCY

19C
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FRESH FRUITS A N D VEGETABLES
CELERY

Be Wise! — Buy Insurance Locally.

MEAT

SLICED

2. When I have a claim — am in trouble —
and need a friend to help me out.

jiseOI

and

Canning Peaches, Yellow Elbertas
2" minimum, bushel $199
Watermelons, 25 Ib. average
Guaranteed Ripe, each 49c

1. When I buy my insurance and need some-

to

Shi

lag s e r v i c e s before any

Roll W a x Paper, Paper Napkins, Cleansing Tissues, Paper Plates,
Paper Cups, Paper Forks and Paper Spoons.

>

insurance

i n CIVJ

EXPERIENCED MECHANICS

ltc

There are two times when I want my insurance

tailor-made

training

and ten other countie,

GENERAL REPAIR WORK

JUICE
—

on-the-job

Every Day In The

feel that we want to make it possible for you,

agent nearby and neighborly

total of 325 establijh m

has been a p p r o v e d f o r vetj,

Open For Business

BLENDED, Orange & Grapefruit

t

A

•Hi

Miss Arnold Owen, NewauJ
Corn formed the economic basby
is of the civilization of the May- Ga., is the guest of Miss Dorothy!
I HAVE APPLES for canning
fen Wars,
Ann
Davis,
this
week.
and eating now ready for har- an Indians.
vest. Priced $1 to $2. Also
| entry els
some peaches and lots of damle, as
sons. C. L. Robinson, Princenoted
ton Rt. 2, 5 miles east of
, Tenn.,
Princeton
on
Hopkinsville
I Lieber,
Road.
ltp
amplifiq
I appreciat
FOR SALE: 1939 Plymouth 2I to finish ]
door sedan; new radio; good
nunity j
condition. Phone 544-W.
ltp
(ring stage

with your terminal leave pay, WE at Jordan's
too, who have served us so faithfully, to buy

Apprentice Coursei Wmj
Pay, Offered By Jfcj'
Firms In Area

first quality outside white
tablishments can be approved v>!
house paint NOW $4.75 per
offer apprentice training on
gal. — JOINER'S.
4tc
job.
Final approval of application
FOR SALE: 3 Bendix Automatic
washers, one deluxe, 2 stan- of establishments that desi« i*
offer on-the-job training to
dard. Margaret Clements, Kuterans will be made by the StauJ
tawa — 3921.
ltp Department of Education
FOR SALE: An antique day-bed Frankfort.
with innerspring box mattress;
Kentucky's 12 area trsde-L
one gate-leg drop-leaf table. schools, of which the Madin^l
Mary Wilson Eldred. Phone ville unit is one. now have ap-|
321.
ltc proximately 1,800 veterans ts.1
rolled in trade training
FOR RENT: House and an apart- in the schools.
ment. Mrs. A. P. Sims.
ltp
Persons of Caldwell COUBM
FOR SALE: Two beds, 2 sets who desire information about!
springs, 2 dressers, 1 mattress the services being offered n«j|
and several other articles of write to Carl M. Polley, director!
of the Madisonville Trade School.!
furniture. Call 702.

COMPLETE lubrication, washing, polishing and simonizing
A newly organized baseball
of cars and trucks. Mitchell
team, The Princeton Blues, deImplement Co. Phone 242. ltc
feated an Eddyville team Sunday by a score of 23-7. Battery FOR THE FINEST of monuments, it will pay you to see
for Princeton was Don Morgan
Rev. Rodolph Lane, 320 Dawand Bill Rogers. Local merchants
son Road, one mile from
donated uniforms for the Princeton team. A game will be played
at Kuttawa today with their
Twin-State team
and another
will be played with the Yellow
Cab team of Madisonville the
latter part of this week. The
inish game with Dawson Springs
will be played on Labor Day.

Livestock Market

19J

46 Caldwell Vets
Taking Training

Classified A d s

courthouse. Representing The
FOR 8ALE: A new 7-room modCalloway Monument Co.
4tp
ern log dwelling with electricity and running water; or- EXPERT watch repairing, sevenchard and 10-acre grounds
day service, crystals fitted
beautifully landscaped, on U.
while-U-wait — Wlnstead JewS. Highway 62, 8 ml. south of
lers.
tfc
Princeton. This place must be
'sold in the next 15 days. One EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
of the prettiest country homes
—Done on short notice. D. I.
in west Ky. for $5,750. C*ll or
Hensley, 602 East *Market St.,
see Chas. Hester, Phone 2181,
Princeton, Ky.
2tp
Eddyville, Ky.
2tp
PIANOS — HIGH QUALITY —
FOR SALE: 3 dwelling houses
LOW PRICE. FREE delivery.
and 2 stock barnes. To be torn
Dye Piano Co., 408 S. Main,
down and moved. One set of
Hopkinsville, Ky.
25tp
buildings 2 miles east of Claxton, Ky., and one set of build- BROKEN sizes in women's and
ings 4 miles east of Claxton.
children's slippers. 98c to $1.77.
For more Information see Mr.
Federated Store.
ltc
Travis Ell, Dawson Springs,
Ky., Rt. 3, 2 mi. north of Cross NOTICE? For heavy hatrting
anywhere, anytime, call H. C.
Roads Church.
2tp
Russell. Phone 64.
tfc
FOR SALE; Kohler and Campbell piano; good condition; MONUMENTS: John Davis and
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
price $100. Will Parrish, Fredonia, Ky.
2tc PAINT REDUCED—RED SPOT

Men's Club Also Plans
Banner Meeting As
Year Ends

JORDAN'S

j

Methodist Youth
To Have Dinner

Thursday, Aug u t ) 28

AA

MILD & SWEET

lUf

WHITE O N I O N S

AA

HEAVY WITH JUICE

lUf

ORANGES

Ib.

7k

Ib.

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily \ v S O N Henderson, Ky. 9 A.M.

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

MM

»od
bird,.'

